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Summary
This thesis is an attempt to generalise the methods of the Wirtinger presentation

for obtaining groups which are invariants of a classical link.

It is closely allied to the ideas of Joyce on quandles.
In it are produced a number of groups which are obtained by associating two

generators to each arc of a link projection, and two relations to each crossing. Some

properties of these invariants are established



Introduction
We start with three motivational examples.

If L is a picture of an oriented link, we can write down a finite presentation of a

group by taking the arcs as generators, and taking relations c = b' a b for each crossing
whose incident arcs are as showY':

b

c

This gives the Wirtinger presentation for the fundamental group of the link exterior,
and is thus an invariant of not just the picture but of the link.

If instead we had taken the arcs to be generators of a l[ t, Cl J-module, and chosen
the equation c = t a +(1-t) b then we would obtain a presentation of a form of the
Alexander module of the link. The form we get is the one variable module (associated with
an infinite cyclic cover), and moreover we get one more free factor of l[ t, r' Jthan is usual.

Substituting t = -1 in a matrix presenting the (usual) one variable Alexander
module gives a presentation for the first homology group of the twofold cover of the
exterior of the link, so for our form of Alexander module we will get one extra factor of 71..
That means that if we regard the arcs as generators of an abelian group, and choose the
relation at a crossing as c = 2b - a then we will obtain a presentation for
l eHI (two-fold cover of the exterior of L).

In all these cases we have started with a simple equation, "c = b" ab",
"C = ta + (1-t) b" and "c = 2b - a" and have obtained an invariant of the link.

In this thesis we are interested in what these equations have in common, and in how
the properties of the invariants so obtained are related to the properties of the equations.

(For a reference covering these three motivational examples use [R J.)

Recently Jones [ Jon ] has reawakened interest in link invariants. The Jones
polynomial. and the Homfly polynomial [FYHLMO] can (now) be regarded as the result
of applying simple combinatorics to a link diagram. Generalisations and consequences of
these simple combinatorics abound (see for example [L J ).

Joyce and others ( [ J J. [ FR J ) have adopted another simple combinatoric

approach to link diagrams and again. in theory. obtain powerful invariants.

This thesis should be regarded as being part of the approach of applying simple
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algebra to a link diagram, and of thus obtaining invariants of the link. There are of course

many ways to regard a link diagram, and many ways of applying combinatorics, thus this
thesis can be regarded as an attempt to systematically approach one of these areas, while
giving a nod in some of the other directions.

The groups obtained as invariants are also of interest in their own right, being of
low deficiency, but also since the underlying topology provides some control on which
groups will be similar to each other. Thus the examples have been used in [HR 1 and other
enquiries have been made about them.

The particular approach we centre upon is this. We are looking at finitely presented
groups obtained from an oriented link diagram by taking n generators for each arc and
writing down n r~\Q.+ion5 at each crossing. In chapter 8 we concentrate on the case n = 2.
We are interested in which relations we can take to obtain an invariant of the link.The tools
to study the examples of chapter 8 are the bulk of the subject matter for the earlier chapters.

We now give a rough guide to the material in each chapter.
Chapter 2 contains an outline of the basic ideas of link diagrams, and contains the

theorems of Reidemeister and Alexander which underpin all of this thesis, as well as much
of the recent work on link invariants. This material is probably well known to the reader,
and is included as an exercise in "the naming of parts".

Chapter 3 contains the basic defmitions of the thesis. The objects we study are
called link-representations and they are a systematic way of combining simple algebra
with link diagrams. The material in this chapter is set out so as to make it easy to
generalise. We are primarily interested in group invariants based on one view of link
diagrams, the chapter is intended to make it clear what needs to be done for other sons of
invariants. and for other views of the diagrams. The most imponant result in this chapter is
that the relations we write at a crossing

a b

X
C "" d

enable us to write a and b in terms of c and d, or any other adjacent pair in terms of the
other two. This gives us the idea of labelling a diagram, we can write some function of a
and b in place of c. and so on.

Chapter 4 is on examples. We see that it is easy to list all one dimensional link-

representations. We also include pointers to obtaining invariants which are not just groups,

and pointers to the work in chapter 8.
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In chapter 5 we see that we are not so much writing n unrelated objects on each

subarc, but rather a basis for the free group on n objects. Thus automorphisms of the free
group act on the invariants, and we obtain a notion of conjugacy. This notion will apply in

more general cases, and is also very useful later in the thesis.
In chapter 6 we obtain topological information about the invariants. In particular we

look at the question of which examples will be invariant under changes of orientation.
Many of the examples, although they use an orientation in their calculation for a link, are

then independent of the choice of orientation. Here we use the idea of a tsngle-
representation, where we introduce relations not just at crossings but also at maxima and
minima. Although we never state explicitly the conditions that a collection of relations give
us a tangle-representation (or an oriented-tangle-representation, or a framed-tangle-
representation) these should be clear from the discussion, and would provide alternative
ways of looking at link diagrams.

In chapter 7 we prove the only result in the thesis accorded the status of "theorem".
It states that the groups obtained from a particular link-representation which uses subarcs
as generators can also be obtained from one which uses arcs as generators, a quandle-
representation. In terms of labelling a diagram this means that the labels on a string either
side of an overcrossing are the same, as was the case for the motivational examples. We
also give a formula for this representation, and this should be applicable in cases other than
the one we are interested in. This also allows us to define an action for the automorphisms
of the free group which act as the identity for conjugation on a particular representation.

In chapter 8 we look at two dimensional link representations, and in particular at
quandle-representations. The examples here are given for the most part in tidy families
which can then be studied as a whole. When first looking for examples of two dimensional
quandle-representations I found in excess of 500 seemingly distinct examples, including
infinite families, and with the prospect of many more link-representations. The question
naturally arose of how many different groups will these give for a particular link, and can

we classify all the possible examples.
Chapter 7 allows us to ignore all the cases which are not quandle-representations,

and chapter 5 allows us to look for a particular representative for each conjugacy class.
Thus the small number of classes are the result of applying these chapters to the confusion

that we had before to end up with a manageable result.
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Chapter One - Notation

We mention a few points of notation and some matters arising from it.
For an oriented link diagram, a neighbourhood of a crossing looks like

/
or

and we call these crossings +ve and -ve respectively.

(SIR) denotes the finitely presented group with generators S and relations R.

denotes the free product of the groups G and H. We I-«"e also iw1 pIClC.e.s
used. +he nofC~+IM rr1" F" ro.-fker- -t~" F.. * F,.. •

G*KH denotes the amalgamated product of the groups G and H over the diagram k
w~i c.h is:

~G

F~H

If G has presentation < s»...,gm I rl, ... ,rm' ) and H has presentation

(h1, ... ,hn I sl, ... ,sn') then G.H has presentation

< gl, ..·,gm' h1, ..·,hn I rl,···,rm', sl, ..·,sn')·
If 9:F-+G and <p:F-+H are the maps in the diagram K, and if F has generating set

f 1,... ,fq then G *K H has a presentation

(gl, ..·,gm' h1, ..·,hn I rl,· ..,rm', sl, ..·,sn' ; 9(fi) = <p(fi), 1~~).

If W is a collection of elements of a group G then (W) denotes the subgroup
generated by the elements of W, and N(W) denotes the normal subgroup generated by

W.

For any a, ~ denotes the n-tuple (a 1,... ,an). Similarly ( ~, Q ) denotes the 2n-tuple

(al ,... ,an,bl ,... ,bn). We also regard the ai as the elements of ~, and hence we write ( ~ >
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Fn will denote the free object, usually the free group, on the generators xl'."'xn.

So an element of Fn is a word in the letters xl'··· ,xn .

If9:Fn~Fn is a morphism then 9i means the word 9(xi)' and!! means the n-tuple

of words (9t ,...,an).

If w is a word in n letters then w[ at ,... ,an l, (or just wl ~] ) means the word w but

with ai written in place of the i th letter. So if 9:F n~ Fnwe have B [~ ] = !!, that is to say

ail.! ) = 9(xi) for each i.

Similarly !![~ ,h] will be associated with a map a:Fn-. F2n ' and will be an n-

tuple whose ith element is the word a(xi), but with aj substituted for Xj and bj substituted

for Xj+n ' for each j= l ,... ,n.

Thus if yand w are n-tuples of words in 2n and 3n letters respectively, an
expression such as yl ~ , wl ~ , h , ~ )] is well defined and should make perfect sense to the
reader.

Also if Fmn is the free group on mn generators, and a (i)j , l~j~, l~Sm are

letters then !!(i)[~(1),...,~(m)] means the n-tuple whose k th element is 9(xn(i-l)+k) with

a(r)j substituted in place of Xn(r-l)+j .
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Chapter 2 - Diagrams and Reidemeister's theorem.

In this chapter we do 3 things.
First we look at what we mean by a link diagram, also wc. look at orientations,

framings and subdiagrams.
Second we look at Reidemeister's theorem. This we need not only in its usual

sening of unoriented links, but also for oriented and framed cases. We also regard the

analogous result for tangles to be a version of the basic theorem.
Finally we look at Alexander's theorem that any oriented link may be drawn as a

closed braid, and state the result as we shall need it.
As a general reference for this chapter use [ B l,
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(§2.1) Diagrams.

By an oriented link we mean the oriented images of a collection of embeddings of

circles into S 3. We also require that the embeddings are in some suitable category (PL
usually) and "tame". For a framed link we have not just embeddings of circles but
disjoint embeddings of S 1xD2.

We are interested in links only up to ambient isotopy, so we call two links

"the same" if they are ambient isotopic. A framing is determined by the image of S1x{1},
and we call this the framing curve.

We think of S3 as 1R3u{co}, and all links can be (and are) chosen so as to avoid
the point co.

Let p and q be the projection maps p(x,y) = y and q(x,y,z) = (x,y). We can
require that a link be in normal position with respect to the maps p and q by means of a
small isotopy. That is, we require there to be no triple points; finitely many crossings,
maxima, minima; disjoint maxima and minima; all crossings transverse. (A crossing = a
double point of q.)

By a link projection we mean the image of the link under the map q, together with
some way of keeping track of the overcrossings/undercrossings (i.e. the local component
with the greater/lesser forgotten coordinate).

Of course the same link has many different projections.
We mostly consider link projections only up to ambient plane isotopy. Call these

quotient classes link diagrams. These link diagrams will still be in normal position, and
will most often be oriented.

For the projection of a framed link we should like the framing to agree with the
one obtained from the normal direction to the plane. This means that we can draw the
projection of a framing curve as a parallel curve on the plane. This is easily arranged by
introducing small'kinks'

or

into the link components, since these change the framing inherited from the projection by

±1.
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Define a component of a link diagram to be the image of a component of the link.
Define an arc in a link diagram to be the image of a maximal connected subset of a

component that contains no undercrossing points. Define a subarc (or occasionally a link-
subarc) to be to be the image of a maximal connected subset of a component that contains
no undercrossing or overcrossing points.

Define a tangle subarc to be such a subset which also contains no maxima or
minima of the map p.

A (O,O)-tangle picture is a class of link projections quotiented by plane isotopies

H:lRxIR2-+1R2 such that ( p~ = p(y) >=+(p(Ht~) = p(Ht(y) 'if O~t~1; ~,y E 1R2). Call

these isotopies level isotopies.

Let 02 be the PL disc [-1,1]2, and a02 be its boundary. Define a link-in-a-box

to be a proper compact 1 dimensional submanifold of 02xlR, modulo ambient isotopies

which fix aD2xIR (again we require the submanifold to be tame, and we only consider
examples which are in normal position with respect to the maps p and q).

We can define a link-subdiagram to be the image of a link-in-a-box under the

map q, keeping track of over and under crossings, modulo isotopies of 02 fixing ao2; and
a tangle picture as the image of a link-in-a-box all of whose endpoints lie on the lines
y=±1, under the map q, taken modulo level isotopies of 02 fixing a02. The number of
endpoints on y=+l and y::-l respectively can be counted to give definitions of an
(n,m)-tangle. The preimage of a tangle-picture will be called a concrete tangle.

We occasionally refer to specific subdiagrams as diagrams, and sometimes have
called a link-in-a-box a sublink.
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(§2.2) Reidemeister's theorem.

Reidemeister's theorem [R] is usually stated as saying that two (unoriented) link
diagrams are projections of the same (i.e. elements of the same ambient isotopy class of)
link iff they differ by a sequence of (plane isotopies and) local changes (changes of
subdiagrams) of the three following types:

(~
type II

type III

x \ /

/ \

The proof is really a matter of looking at the isotopy between links in general
position with respect to the projection q.

We shall also require versions of Reidemeister's theorem for oriented links, for
framed links, and for tangle pictures.

For oriented links we use the same basic moves but with all possible choices of
orientation, and then discard any duplication caused by diagrams being rotations of each
other. Thus we can easily reduce ourselves to two diagrams of type I, three diagrams of
type II, and four diagrams of type Ill.

We can then reduce further by using modifications of type II on those of type III
to see that we only need two diagrams of type III. We call the resulting diagrams as those

of types ro, no and Illo.
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~o

typeUo

and

typeIno

and

For tangle-pictures we need a slightly different outlook, since although the

diagrams are unoriented we must keep track of maxima and minima. Thus we end up

17



with these diagrams:

!YruUt

type lIt

tVPemt

and

but we also get
type IVt

)

/((
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type vt

The moves IC yt are concerned with how crossings, maxima, minima can
interfere with each other. We also must have a collection of moves saying that some
critical points do not interfere with each other. This is because we are only allowed
level-isotopies for the equivalence of tangle-pictures. A few examples of moves of type
Yltare:

v u u
19
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We do not need the list of these in detail since thC)will not have any effect on our
construction.

Tangle picures are the geometric pictures which are being thought of when the

tangle category is defined. and the moves of type VIt correspond to the axioms which say
that certain pairs of generators of the tangle category commute. See [T 1or [ FY 1 for this,
although Freyd and Yetter regard the moves of type VIt to be trivial. We could have just
as well adopted this approach. by changing the definition of level isotopy.

For framed links the moves of type II and III are the same as for oriented links,

however move 10 does not preserve the framing. We instead define a move If given by:

If we then take move IIf = move 110and move III f = move IIyOwe have a set of
moves which generate the equivalence classes of framed link diagrams which are
projections of the same framed link. It is a classical result about planar isotopy and
Whitney degree that these moves suffice to generate the equivalence we require.

The full version of Reidemeister's theorem which we require is:
Theorem: Let L1and L2 be {link-subdiagrams I oriented link subdiagrams I framed link

subdiagrams Itangle pictures} with the same sets of boundary points. Then L 1 and L2

are projections of the same { link-in-a-box Ioriented link-in-a-box I framed link-in-a-
box I tangle picture} if and only if they are related by a sequence of moves of type { I -

III I10- rno IIf - IIF I It - vn }.

(The reader is expected to make the same choice from the curly brackets {} in each case.)
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(§2.3) Alexander's theorem and braids.

We require some elementary ideas about braids. Define a braid picture on n strings to be
an (n,n)-tangle picture with no local maxima or minima of the y-coordinate.

When we want the braid picture to be oriented we shall take the orientation to run

from y=+ 1 to y=-1.
The relationship between a braid picture and an element of the braid groups is

then the same as the relationship between a tangle picture and an element of the tangle
category.

We say an oriented link projection L is a closed braid if it has a subdiagram

containing all the crossing points which is an (oriented) braid, and if moreover the arcs
outside the braid contain just one maximum and minimum each. That is if L looks like

where B is a braid picture.
As generators of the braid groups we take the usual CJi ' a braid with only one

crossing, which is between the i th and the (i+1)st string. A braid picture on n strings is

then described as a word on the generators CJ1.....CJn-1 .

By the inverse of a braid picture we mean a braid picture described by the inverse
word. Thus if B is a braid picture we are quite happy with B-1 as the inverse braid picture.
Also if B 1 and B2 are braids we are quite happy with B 1B 2 the composite braid picture,

described by the product of the words describing B1 and B2 .
We shall use Alexander's theorem that any oriented link has a projection as a

closed braid. We also use a form of Alexander's theorem [A] to say that any framed link
has a projection as a closed braid. This is true since we can draw the framed link as a

braid except that the framings might be wrong. We can then correct the framings by
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introducing small kinks which can then be enlarged to give us a closed braid again. This
is really just using the fact that the Markov move (replacing a braid picture B on n strings

by the braid picture Bon±l on (n+1) strings) changes the framing of one component by

±1.
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Chapter 3 - Formalities.

In this chapter we begin the original material contained in this thesis.
It is an important chapter since it contains the basic definitions and ideas which

will be used in the remainder of the thesis.
The chapter is in five sections.
The first contains the definition of a link-representation, and of some variants on

the same idea.
The second contains the basic algebra that allows us to use Reidemeister's

theorem.
The next reduces the definitions to a more familiar and tractable form.

Section four contains some remarks about braids.
Section five contains results which make it easier to search for examples of the

invariants.
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(§3.1) Definitions.

Let L be an oriented link diagram. Let n be a fixed +ve integer.

Let S be the set of subarcs.
Let C be the set of crossings, with C = c+ u C- , where c+ are the +ve crossings

and C- are the -ve ones.
Suppose R+ and R- are finite sets whose elements are words in 4n letters. Write

Ri+ and R( for the elements of R+ and R- respectively. We can now form a finitely

presented group associated with the link diagram in the following way:
Generators are S)({t ,2, ....n}, So for each subarc a we have generators a1,a2, ...,an.

Relations are introduced for each crossing. Suppose a is a +ve crossing, with
incident subarcs a,b,c,d as pictured:

a b

X
C ""-d

a b

~
c d

then introduce the relations Ri+t ~,Q, £, g ]for each Ri+ E R+ .

Similarly if given the -ve crossing 13 as pictured above we introduce the relations

R([ ~, Q, £, g ] for each R( E R - .

The reader is reminded that here ~ means the n-tuple (a1, ... ,an) and Rtl-[ ...J
means "the word Ri+1-with the 4n-tuple in brackets substitute for the standard letters".

Defn. Let R = (R+,R-), and call Ra link-diagram-representation of dimension n.
Write GR(L) for the group whose presentation has been described.

Now let L be a link subdiagram. We can still form GR (L) as above.

Let E be the set of endpoints of L, and let F(L) be the free group on E)({t, ....nl.
There is an obvious map, inc. : F(L) --+ GR(L), defined by saying if e E E is an endpoint

of the subarc a E S then inc. (ei) = 8t for each i.

Defn. Call {inc. : F(L) -+ GR(L)} the R-system associated to L, and write it sysR(L).

( We will omit the symbol 'R' when it is clear which link-diagram-representation we

mean.)
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A Pointless example (by way of illustration)

n = 1.
R+ = ¢; R- = {x1x3-1, x2x4-1}

L is given by

A = {a(1), ... ,a(8)}, E= {e(1),e(2),e(3),e(4)}

C = {a, 13 ;yI, c+ = ¢, c- = {a, 13, 'Y }
F(L)=<et(1), e1(2), et(3), et(4»

GR(L) ...< a, for 1 SiS 81 at (1)(at (2~-1 , at (3)(at (4»"" at (5)(a t (3»""

a1(6)(a1 (8»"1,at (4)(at (7»"" a t (8)(at (6»"1>
and inc. : et(1) ........at(1)

et (2)........ at (2)

et (3) at (5)

et (4) at (7)

Then after some simplification we get sysR(L) is given by

<et(1), et(2), et(3), et(4»--+ < at(1),at(3),at(6»

with inc.(et (1~ = inc.(et (2» a1(1),

and inc.(et (3~ = inc.(et (4» at (3). D
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Defn. Suppose Lt and L2 are link-sulxliagrams with the same set of endpoints, and such
that there is a commutative diagram

inc.: F(Lt) GR(Lt>

I lh
inc.: F(L2) GR(L2)

with h an isomorphism, then we say Lt and ~ have isomorphic R-systems and

write sysR(Lt) at: sysR(~)'
If Lt and L2 are in fact link diagrams (Le. no endpoints) then this is just saying

that GR (Lt) a GR (L2)'
We can now obtain a link invariant from R if whenever Lt and ~ are projections

of the same link, GR(Lt) et: GR(~)' So

Defn. We call R a link-representation if whenever Lt and L2 are projections of the same

link-in-a-box, then sysR(Lt) aE sysR(L2)' 0

Defn. We call R a framed-link-representation if whenever Lt and L2 are projections of

the same framed-link-in-a-box, then sysR(Lt) ~ sysR(L2)' 0

These are the basic definitions which will be used through the rest of the thesis.

If we had started with the generators being taken as n for each arc rather than as n
for each subarc then these definitions would have given us notion of Itarepresentation of a
link quandle in finitely presented groups " and Ita representation of a geometric rack in
finitely presented groups" using the definitions of quandle in [J] and of rack in [FR].

We can make the transfer to arcs rather than subarcs easily by adding the extra

condition (.). Suppose we are given a crossing labelled as

a b

X""d
or

a b

X
c dc

then

26



Condition (*): The relations { Rt[~. h.~ gl : R i+ E R+ } must imply h = £ • and the

relations {Ri -[ ~.Q.£. Q 1 : ~ - E R - } must imply ~ = Q .

Defn. We will call a link-representation satisfying condition (*) a
quandle-representation, and a framed-link-representation satisfying condition (*) a
rack - representation.
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(§3.2) Reidemeister's Theorem.

We want to be able to say "this invariant of link diagrams is unchanged by the
Reidemeister moves and hence is an invariant of the link". In order to do this we must

make some remarks to justify the local to global implication.

Let R be a link-diagram-representation of dimension n.

Let L be a link diagram.
Let D be a subdisc of the plane such that aD ("')aL = ¢, and such that the

intersections of L and aD are in normal position.
Let E = at, ("')D = {e(1), ,e(rE)};

F = ar, ("')B = {t<1), ,t<rF)}, i.e. F is the set of endpoints of L which lie

in the complement of the disc D.
Let B = L("')ao = {b(1), ...,b(rB) I.
Let A = {a(1), ,a(rA)} be the subarcs of L ("')D and

C = {c(1), ,c(rC)} be the subarcs of L ("')D.

For any of the sets A, B, C, E, F, write (for example) B to mean the collection

{B/i) : 1 Sj S n, 1 SiS rB}. Write S(L ("')D) and S(L ("')D) for the collections of

relations (words in A and C respectively) arising from the relations in the regions (L ("')D)

and (L ("')15) respectively.
Then sys(L () D) and sys(L () D) are given by

9:< ~ E >-+ < A IS(L () D) >
and <p:< B, E > -+ < C IS(L ("')D) >.

We thus have a commutative diagram
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9
<~,f > --------+

11>
<~> <~,f>

j
<~>
/

<~,~> -------+

<c IS(L (l D) >

\
<.c ,A I S(L (l D),S(L (l D);

/ 8(]l) = q>@) >

< A IS(L (l 0) >

where all of the unnamed maps are defined by the inclusion of generators, and 'If defines
sys(L).

That is to say that GR(L) = GR(L (l D) *K GR(L (l D) where K is the diagram

consisting of the two maps <B > -+ GR(L (l D) and < B > -+ GR(L (l0).

If you prefer category theory, you might want to rewrite this as saying that sys(L)
is the push forward of sys (L (l D) and sys(L (l5) over sys(L (l aD), and then go on to
deal with an open cover {U i } of the plane which has all intersections connected, and

then say that sys(L) is the colimit of the sys(L (l Vi)' We don't do this.

We only want the above remarks to be able to say

Proposition(3.2.1) Let Lt and L2 be link subdiagrams, and D be a disc such that

Lt (laD = ~(laD

Then if sys(L t (l D) ai sys(L2 (l D) and sys(L t (l D) all sys(L2 nD)
then sys(Lt) III sys(L2) [J

The case of the proposition we are interested in is where Lt and L 2 are links
which differ only by a Reidemeister move inside a disc D. If Lt and L2 are two diagrams
which appear in a Reidemeister move of type M, and sysR(Lt) III sysR (L2) then say that
R is invariant under moves of type M. We can now conclude from the proposition:

Coro1(3.2.2) (i) A link-diagram-representation is a link representation iff it is invariant
under moves of types 10, no and Ino.

(ii) A link-diagram-representation is a framed-link-representation iff it is
invariant under moves of types If, nf and mr,
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(§3.3) Associated words.

In the motivational examples in the introduction, the relations associated to a
crossing a" bX

c d

were of the form £ = f [!, Q I,Q = g[ !. Q ] ; for some functions f and g. In this section we
show that this is the general situation and define certain standard words associated to a

link -representation.

We defined a link-representation as two collections of words R+ and R-, to be

used as generators of relations in a group. If we have two other collections S+ and S-

such that N< R+ > = N< S+ > and N< R- > = N< S- >, then Rand S will define the
same invariants of link-subdiagrams, and we are not interested in distinguishing between
such R and S. thus

Defn. If R and S are link-diagram-representations of the same dimension such that

N< R+ > = N< S+ > and N< R- > = N< S- > , then Rand S will be called equivalent.

Lemma(3.3.1) Let R be a link-diagram-representation which is invariant under moves of

type no , then R is equivalent to one of the form

a b a b

X X
c d e f

s = y+[~ ,Q] ~ = w-[Q,~]

d = w+[a b) f = vt b , a]___ ,_ - - - -

Remark: This means that we can take R+ as containing 2n words, of the form

ci = Vi+[!, Q] or dj = wi+[!, Q]. Invariance under moves of type no will also have

other consequences for the forms of these words and these will be included as corollaries.
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Proof: Consider the diagrams (from those of move lJO).

b a b a

e

d

h

c c c

So invariance under moves of type lJO implies that sysR (L 1) ali sysR (L2) ali sysR (L3). Let

us look at the diagrams for these isomorphisms.

< ~ ,Q,£ ,g > ---+ < ~ ,Q,f ,g & ,f IR+[ ~ , Q , s ,f I , R -[ s ,f ,£ , g I >

id 1 1h

<!,Q,£,g>---+<!,Q,f,gl!= £,Q= g>

Where h is an isomorphism making the square commute.
For each i,h(ei) and h(fi) are equal to some words in ~ and Q(and also in f and g).

Let h(ej) = vii-{!. Q I, and h(fi) = wii-{!. Q I. Hence the words (eiylvii-{~, Q I and

(fiylwii-{~, QI lie in ker(h), as do the words 8j(Ciyl and bi(di)-l.

So N< R+[ ! ,Q& ,f I , R-[ s ,f ,f ,g I >

= N< Ri-{~,Q ,~,f], R-[ ~,f, f, g) ,~ = f, Q = g, ~ = y+[~, QI,L= wi-{~, QI>

Now Rji-{~ , Q , ~ , II = Rji-{~ , Q , y+[~, QI, w+[~, Q I I and this is some relation in the !'S

and !is, but h is an isomorphism hence any such relation must be trivial. Similarly

for R-[ ~ ,f .s ,g I. Hence

N< Ri-{!, Q, ~, f), R -[ s ,f,f ,g) > = N< ~ = s. Q = g, ~ = yi-{~, Q I,L= w+[~, QI>

Similarly

N< R+[!,Q,~,f I, R-[ ~,f.f.g I> = N< ! = s. Q = g. ~ = ~+[ f, g). L= y+[ f. g I>

and

N< R-[ A ,Q ,g ,h] ,R+[ g ,h ,f ,g] > = N< ~ = f , Q = g •h = y-[ Q. ~ I.g = w-[ Q, ~ J >

= N< ~ = f ,Q = g .h = ~-[ g, f ],g_= y-[ g. £ ]>
for suitable choices of ~+ , y+, w-, y-, ~-, y- .
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Now consider

a b b

X c d

g "'-h
L4 f

Then sysR(L4) a£ sysR(L5) by a move of type nO. and the relations in 0R(L5) are

N< R+t!. Q. £. Q] • R -[ £. ~~. fl. R+t~. f.g. hI)
= N< R+t!. Q.£. Q I.R-[£, ~~. fl.R-[£, ~~, fl, R+[~, I, g.hJ>
= N< £ = y+[ i, Q ], Q = w+fi •Q1. ~ = i •I= Q •

~ = ~+[g , h l. f = y+[g •h I,s = s , Q = h )
= N< g = Y+[!. Q], h = w+[!, Q], ~ = !, f = Q. £ = g, Q = h.

! = !+[ Y+[! •Q I •w+[i •Q I I , Q = y+[ 'i~C<3 I ~ ] I ~ + [ C! I ~]] > tc:
The last two (collections of) relations are purely in! and Q and hence must be trivial. since
otherwise they would give rise to nontrivial relations between! and Q in OR(Ll)'

Now if we look at

we can see that sysR(L4) is given by

<!,Q,g,h)--+(i,Q,g,hlg= y+[!,Q1.h= w+[!,QI>
and we have written the relations introduced at a positive crossing in the form required by
the lemma.

For a negative crossing we would simply look at diagrams L6 and ~

corresponding to L4 and LS with L6 a negative crossing, and proceed as for a positive

crossing. 0
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Corol(3.3.2) Suppose we have a link-diagram-representation R, invariant under moves

of type no , given by collections of words y+, w+, y-, W-, then
(i) w-[ w+[ ~ , 12 ] , y+[ ~ , 12 ] ] = ~
(ti) y-[ w+[ ~ , 12 ] , y+[ ~ , 12 ] ] = 12
(iii) y+[ w-[ 12 , ~ ] , y-[ Q , ~ ] ] = ~
(iv) w+[ ~-[ Q , ~ I. Y-[ Q , ~ ]] = 12

Proof

(i) and (ii) follow from sysR(Ll) a£ sysR(~)' since in GR(L1) we have

~ = y+[ ~ , Q ] ; f = w+[! , Q ] ; £ = w"] f ,~] ;g = Y-[ f ,~];
so £ = ! =+ (i) and g = Q =+ (ii).
The proofs of (iii) and (iv) follow in the same way from sysR(L3) ~ sysR(L2) 0

Corol(3.3.3) For R, y+,w+ as in the lemma, there exists a collection of words ~R such

that
c = v+[a, b) ,d = w+[a, b);--------

is equivalent to

12 = ~R[ ~ , £ l,g = w+r ~ , ~R[~ ,s ll;
Proof In the proof of the lemma we only used one form of the move nO. There is also

a

c

a b

c d

which we will use to prove this corollary.
Exactly as in the proof of the lemma we can write ~ and f as words in ~ and 12, and

then consider the diagrams
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a

d

f

g h

and again copy the proof of the lemma to obtain g and h as words in ~ and b.
The form of d as words in ~ and £ follows by substituting xR [~ , £ ] for Q [J

Remark In the proof of the corollary we will also obtain words expressing ~ and £
in terms of Q and g, and thus we could also define words YR such that the relations at ~

crossing also imply

~= YR[Q,Q] and £= Y+[YR[Q,Q],Ql.

However these words are not required elsewhere in the thesis so we don't bother

to do so.

We can now combine the results of the lemma and of the corollaries to define the
associated words for a link-diagram-representation which is invariant under moves of

type nO.
Consider either a positive or a negative crossing with arcs labelled as follows

a b

X
c d

c d

Xa b

then we can write the relations associated with either crossing as
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or
(ii) ~ = YR-[ !!,~I,h = wR -[ g , ~ I;

or

(iii) h = ~R[ ~ , ~ ] , g = ~R +[ ~ , ~R[ ~ , £ 1 ];
and any of the pairs (i) or (ii) or (iii) is equivalent to the other two.

Also notice that

Corol(3.3.4) YR+[~, ~R[ ~,h 1] = h

and ~R[~'Y+R[~,hl] = h 0

Defn. We call YR_+,~+, YR_-,~-, and ~R the words associated with the link-

diagram-representation.
The subscript R is often omitted when it is clear from context.

It is clear that the result of this section apply to both link-representations and to

framed-link-representations, since both are invariant under moves of type no (or

equivalently nf).
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(§3.4) R-systems of braids

Associated with link-representations and framed-link-representations there are
representations of the braid groups, so in this section we make some remarks about the
R-systems of braids.

Let R be a link-diagram-representation which is invariant under moves of types

nO and TIlo.

Let C be a braid on m strings. Label the strings at y=+ 1 by a (1),...,a(m) and those

at v= -1 by b(1) ,...,b(m). Then there are words fi)j in (mxn) letters such that

GR(C);l! < !(i),Q(i); l~i~ IQ(i) = l(i)[!(1),oo.,im)]).

To obtain the words we simply start by labelling at the top of the braid with a(i)j 's

and work our way down labelling subarcs by words in the a (i)j 's as we go. The fact that

R is invariant under moves of types 110 and 1110means that the result is determined by C,
and is independent of the particular choice of picture for C.

Thus we have defined a map, ~, from Bm to Aut(F mn)' the automorphism group
of the free object on (mxn) generators. It is easy to see that

Lemma(3.4.1) The map ~: Bm-+ Aut(Fmn) is a representation.

Proof First notice that the identity in Bn can be drawn as a braid with no crossings, and

so ~(id) is the identity automorphism.
Now let C and D be braids on m strings. Label the subarcs in a braid picture of

CD as follows:

a(1) a(m)

c

D

c(m)
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Then GR (CD) is given by
<~(i),Q(i),f(i); lSi-SIn IQ(i) = SfQ(i)[~(1), ...,~(m)] ,f(i) = ~(i)n~(1), ... ,Q(m)1>
(where ~(i) is explained in chapter 1)

Eliminating the b(i) 's in the group GR (CD) gives

<~(i),f(i); 1~~ I f(i) = n(i)[~(1),...,~(m)l>
where" = (~(C» (~(D».
But also, by the definition of ~ , " = ~(CD), hence ~(CD) = (~(C» (~(D». 0

In the next section we will want the following result

Lemma(3.4.2) Let C and 0 be braid pictures, and let R be invariant under lIo, then

sysR(B) ~ sysR (C) .. SYSR(B-t)e£ sysR(C-t).

Proof The cancellation of braid C.C-t and B.B-t only require moves of type no, hence we
can deduce from (§3.2) that

sysR(B-t) 2!! sysR(B-t.C.c-t) .. sysR (B-t.B.C-t) ~ sysR (C:') 0
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(§3.5) Looking for representations

The object of all this formalism is to produce and to calculate new invariants of

links and of framed links. The procedure we use is to start by picking candidates for v+

and w+. Then we check whether we can find words y- , w - and x so as to satisfy

invariance under move of type nO. After this there is a finite amount of checking to be

done, in the case of oriented links we want to check moves 10 and 1110, and for framed

links we want to check If and llIf. In this section we produce some results to make this

easier.

So, given words y+ and w+ we define a link-diagram-representation as in the
remarks before corol (3.3.4).

Lemma (3.5.1) Suppose we are given y+ and w+ two collections of n words in 2n
variables, then given

(i) < ~ ,Q > = < y+[ ~ , Q], w"] ~ , Q]>
(ii) < Q > ~ < ~,y+[!! , Q ]>
(iii) <!! > ~ < Q, w+[!!, Q] >,

we can define a link diagram representation invariant under moves of type 110.
Proof

The conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are just those that allow us to find the words y- ,

w" ,~and y as described in (§3.3) and satisfying (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.4). In particular

(i) =+ 3y- and w-, (ii) =+ 3!,and (iii) =+ 3y. ; since for example,

Ri e < y+[!! ,Q] , w+[!! , Q] >
=+ 3word wi-such that

Ri = wi - [y+[ ~ ,Q ] , w+[ !! , Q 11.
The other words are defined in a similar way and invariance under moves of type no
follows immediately from the definitions 0

If we look back at the moves of types 10 and 1110then we see that there are two
moves in each case. We now show that we only need to check invariance under one of
the moves, and then invariance under the other will follow.

Lemma(3.5.2) Let R be a link-diagram representation which is invariant under moves of

type no, then invariance under
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\"
\

is equivalent to invariance under

Proof The diagrams in the second version of the move are the braid picture inverses of
those in the first, and hence we can apply lemma(3.4.2) 0

Coro1(3.5.3) If R is invariant under moves of type 110then

R is invariant under moves of type 1110

iff

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

v+[ v+[ a , b ] , v+[ W+[ a , b ] , c ] ] = v+[ a , v+[ b , c ] ]---- -- -- - -----
w+[ y+[!! , 12 ] , y+[ ~+[ !! , 12 ] , s ]]= y+[ w+[ !! , y+[ 12 , s ]1 , w+[ 12 , s 11
w+[ w+[ a , b ] , c 1 = w+[ w+[ a , v+[ b , c ] ] , w+[ b , cl]----- ------ ---

consider the diagrams

f' h' k'
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Then in sys(L 1) we have

d = v+[ a •b ] • e = w"] a •b ]---- ---
f = v+[ e c) = v+[ w+[ ab] c)- - -'- - - -'- '-
g = w+[ ~ , £] = w+[ w+[ ~ , Q] , £ ]

h = v+[d f) = v+[v+[a b l v+[w+[a b) c l l- - -'- - - -'- '- - -'- '-
! = w+[ Q , f I= w+[ y+[ ~ , QI,y+[ w"] ~ ,QI,£ I]

Similarly in sysCL~ we have

f= Y+[~,Y+[Q,£]]
h' = y+[ w+[ ~ , y+[ Q , s]I , w+[ Q , £ ] ]
!'= w+[ w+[ ~ , y+[ Q , £ ] I ,w+[ Q , £ ] I,

and sys(L 1) i!!I sys(L2) iff equations (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. 0

Lemma(3.5.4) Let R be a link diagram representation which is invariant under moves of

type nO. Then invariance under

a

1
b

is equivalent to invariance under

t
a

b

Proof.

sysRCLt) is < ~,Q)--+( ~,Q I ~ = Q)
sysRCL2) is <~,Q)--+( ~ ,Q , £ I~ = y+[ Q , £ ] , £ = w+[ Q , £ ]>
sysRCL3) is < ~ ,Q> --+( ~ , Q , g IQ = y+[ ~ , g ] ,g = w+[ ~ , g) >
so sysR(Lt) aesysR (L2) implies the relations != y+ [Q., £.] and £. = w+[ Q., £.] are

equivalent to ones ~ = Q , £= h[!, Q ] for some words h.
Hence Q = y+[! d!1 and g = w+[! d!l are equivalent to Q = ~, g = hr.h, ~ J, thus
sysR(Lt) a sysR(L3)·
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This proves the implication in one direction, the reverse implication is proved
similarly. 0

Corol(3.5.5) IfR is invariant under moves of type no then

R is invariant under moves of type 10

iff

Let Lt and L3 be as in the lemma. Then sysR (L3) can be written as

< ~,!D-.( ~,12, gig = ~R[~ , 12 ], g = wR+[ ~ , ~R[~ , 12 ] ] >
hence sysR (Lt) aE sysR (L3)

iff !R[ ~ , 12] = wR+( !d~R[ ! ,Q ]] n

The [mal simplification in this section is for framed link: representations.

Lemma(3.5.6) If R is invariant under moves of types no and nIo then it is also invariant

under If.
Remark We will only prove the lemma here in the case that R is a rack-representation, i.e.
when y+[ ~ ,12] = 12. The proof in the more general case is left until chapter 7. Although
the proof is elementary, it would require the introduction of certain expressions seemingly
pulled out of thin air; by the time we have proved the theorem in chapter 7 the proof will
seem easy, and the expressions will be the obvious ones.

Proof
First we consider the diagrams

d

"*b\
c

d

\
"0-)

b

c

then in GR(Lt) the relations are 12 = w+r ~,~ 1 and g = w+[ £,~]

whereas in OR(~) they are 12 = w+r ~ ,~ ] and g = w+r £ , w+r ~ ,~ ] ].

But Ll and L2 are related by moves of types lIo and nIo hence sysR (Lt) aE sysR (L2)' and

thus we can conclude that w+r £,~] = w+r £ , w+r ~ ,~]], 'v'~and £.
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Now we can use moves no and 1110to redraw the link diagrams in move If as
a

b b

Then sysR(L3) is given by

<~,Q) -+( ~,Q , £ I Q = wi-[ £ , £] ,~= w+[ £ , Q ] >,
then w+[ £ , Q ] = wi-[ £ , wi-[£ , £ ] ] = wi-[ £ , £ ]by the calculation above.
Henceb = wi-[ £, £] = ~, but also we can write £ in terms of ~ and Q. so sysR(L3) is given

by
<~,Q >-+( ~,Q, s Is = w-r.~,~] ,~= Q >

hence sysR (L3) ~ sysR (L4) and R is invariant under moves If as required [J

All of this section simplifies for quandle representations and rack representations.
Condition (*) in section (3.1) now says y+{ ~ , Q ] = Q.

(Which also implies that y-[ ~ ,Q ] = Q and ~[~, £ ] = £.)

Invariance under moves JO says wi-[ £ , £ ] = £.

Invariance under moves IJO says that ( ~ , Q ) -+ (w+[ ~ , Q ] , Q ) defines an automorphism

of the free group <~,Q ).

Invariance under moves 1110says
wi-[ wi-[ ~,Q] ,£]] = wi-[ wi-[ ~,£] ,w+[ Q ,£]].
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Chapter 4 - Examples

This chapter contains a few examples of link-diagram-representations which are

invariant under moves of type no and 1110.
Section one is an exhaustive search in the 1 dimensional case.
Section two includes extensions of some of the definitions from chapter three, and

gives some more examples, as does section three.
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(§4.t) t dimensional examples

We have now done enough theory for it to be easy to find a complete list of the t
dimensional examples, which will be written as

a b

X
vl a vb l "" wI a ,bl

The first observation to make is that we only need to consider

vl a , b ] = ar bE as , wl a, b) = bP a" bq ; with p,q,r,s E Z; e,,, E {±t I,
This follows from lemma(3.S.t); in panicular the form of vla.bl follows from the

fact that we can write b as some word in a and vla.bl
From now on we only need to consider move lIlo, and in panicular the equations in

corol(3.S.3). Write A, B, C respectively for the left hand sides of the equations, and A', B',

C' for their right hand sides.
First we compare the degrees of a, b, c in A, B, C and A', B', C'; That is we look at

the image of A = A' etc under the abelianisation map < a, b, c > _. Z3.
Write dega(A) to mean the degree of a in A, and we obtain

dega(A) = £11(r+s)+ (r+s)2

degb(A) = e(r+s)(p+q+t)

de1k(A) = E2

dega(B) = ,,(r+s)(p+q+1)

degb(B) = £11+ (r+s)(p+q)2

de~(B) = e(p+q)

dega(C) = ,,2

degb(C) = ,,(p+q)

de~(C) = (p+q)

dega(A') = (r+s)

degb(A,) = e(r+s)

de~(A') = e2

dega(B') = ,,(r+s)

degb(B') = £11+ (r+s)2(p+q)

de~(B') = e(p+q)(r+s+t)

dega(C') = ,,2

degb(C') = ,,(p+q)(r+s+ 1)

de~(C') = £11(p+q)+ (p+q)2

thus we obtain
(r+s)(p+q) = 0
(r+s)(r+s+£11-t) = 0
(p+q)(p+q+Ell-1) = 0
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Hence we get three cases:

case 1: p+q = r+s = 0
case2: r+s = 0, p+q = 2, E1'\= -1
case3: p+q = 0, r+s = 2, E1'\= -1

case 1: vl a, b) = at bE a-t

wl a, b) = bS a1'\b-s

s,t e Z; E,1'\e {±1 }
C'la, b, c ] = wl w[ a , vl b , c ] ] , wl b , c ] ]

= w[ w[ a, bt cE b-t ] , CSb1'\c-s ]

= CSbSll c-s bt cESb-t a bt c-SE b-t CSb-s11 c-s

aa, b, c ] = CSbS a b-s c-s

:. CS bS = CS bSll c-s bt cESb-t

:. either s=O, or (E= 11= 1 and t=O )
Similarly from A = A' we obtain either t=O, or ( E= 11= 1 and s=O )

Thus we obtain either s=t=O andthe examples
a b a b a b a b

X X X X
b a b-I a" ba-I b -I a

or E = 11= 1 and st = 0, when we get the examples

a b

bX bSab-s

Case 2: r+s = 0, p+q = 2, Ell = -1
We split this into two subcases, in (2a) E = +1, and in (2b) E= -1.

case2a: vl a, b) = arba-r

w[ a, b l = bP a" b2-P
Ala, b, cl = ar If a-r (bP a" b2-Pf c (bP a-I b2-p)-r ar b-r a-r

A'[a, b, cl = ar If c b-r a-r

:. ar 1f a-r (bP a-I b2-p)r = ar 1f
:. r=O from the coefficient of b
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:. vla, bl = b
:. era, b, cl = cP b2-P a bP c2-p

and Cla, b, c] = (cPb-Ic2-p)P cP-2 a c-P (cPb-Ic2-P)2-p

:. from the coefficient of b before the a we get -p=p-2 Le. P= 1
which gives us an example

case 2b vla, bl = ar b-' a-r

w[ a, b l = bP a b2-P

Ala, b, cl = ar b-r a-r (bP a b2-Pl c (bP a b2-p)-r ar br a-r

A'Ia, b, cl:: ar br c b-r a-r

:. ar bf = af b-f a-f (bP a b2-Pl
:. b2r = a-f (bP a b2-p)r

:. r=O or (r=l,p=O) or (r=-1,p=2)

(r= 1, p=O) gives

vla, b) = ab-I a" .wla, bl = ab2 ;
(r=-1,p=2) gives

vla, bl = a-tb-' a .wla, bl = b2a;
and both of these are solutions.

If r=O then A=A'=c,

Bla, b, cl = e-P b-' cP-2
B'[a, b, cl = cP-2 b-' c-p

:. P= 1 and we get
vla, b] = bot .wla, bl = bab ;

which is again a solution.

Case 3 is just the mirror image of case 2, if v,w is a solution in case 2 then
vla, bl =wlb, aJ , w'[a, bl = vlb, a]

gives a solution in case 3.

Thus we can draw up a full list of examples:
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Example number (#) vla, b] wla, bl
case 1 1 b a

2 b-1 a:'
3 b a:'
4 b-1 a

5t b btab-t

6t atba-t a

case2 7 b ba-1b

8 ab-la-1 ab2

9 a-1b-la b2a
10 b-1 bab

case3 11 ab-la a

12 ba2 ba-1b-1

13 a2b b-1a-lb

14 aba a-I

Of these only #3 and #4 are not invariant under moves of type 1°, which is to say
that only #3 and #4 care about the framing of the link - and they only notice the framing
modulo z.

There is much duplication of invariants of links on this list. For a given link L,
the groups obtained from #5t and #6t are the same, also #5t and #5 -t : #1 and #2 just

give the same as #50'

Moreover all the examples #7 through to #14 all give the same groups as each
other for any particular L. These duplications are one of the subjects for chapter 7.
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(§4.2) Not just Groups

All we have said so far has been in the context of finitely presented groups.
u

However it sho}d be clear that the situation is more general than this.
What we require is a class of objects containing products, free objects and finite

presentations. Suppose that A is such a class, and let F n be the free object in A on n

generators. Then

Defn. A A-link-diagram-representation consists of two collections R+ and R- of

equations in FnxFnxFnxFn' These are the relations which (after substitution) we

introduce at a positive or negative crossing.

We can then follow through (§3.1) to define R-systems, and then
A-link-representations and A-framed-link-representations (also
A-quandle-representations and A-rack-representations). After repeating sections 3.2
and 3.3 we think of n dimensional A-framed-link-representations as being given by

automorphisms 9 of FnxFn satisfying

(i) FnxFn = < Fnxid, 9(F" >cit! ) > = < 9(ia"Fn), idxFn >
and
(ii) the compositions

(idx9)o(9xid)o(idx9) :FnxFnxFn -+ FnxFnxFn

and (9xid)o(idx9)o(9xid) :FnxFnxFn -+ FnxFnxFn

are equal.
(For an invariant which is not changed by framing, we would also require

invariance under move 10. To obtain this we would define the analog of the words !.R '

and then use corol(3.5.5).)

Example( 4.2.1) A consists of (finitely presented) l[t, r'l-modules; n= 1;

9(x, y) = (y, tx + (1-t)y).

ie

This example is just the (1 variable) Alexander module as described in the
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introduction.

Example( 4.2.2) A consists of (finitely presented) abelian groups. If P is an invert ible men
integer matrix (i.e. P E GL(n,!» then we obtain an n dimensional abelian-group-link-

representation by

~ y

x
y ~ P! + (I-P)y

ie 9~. 10 = (y. Px + (l-P)y).
It is easy to check that this is a link-representation, and that it is easily calculated

from the Alexander module. Given a matrix presenting the Alexander module of a link L
as a Z[t,t-1J-module, substitute P for t and replace integers m by mI and you will have a
matrix presenting the abelian group invariant for L.

This example is used when looking for group-link-representations, since the given
automorphism of FnxFn defining a link-representation induces an automorphism of

ZnxZn which is an abelian group link representation.
An explicit example of this is given as a part of the next set of examples.
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(§4.3) misc.

Chapter 8 is concerned with 2 dimensional (group) quandle representations, and
much of the material in the coming chapters was motivated by those examples. For that

reason we include a few examples here from chapter 8 as a sampler.
We will consider crossings as being labelled by

(a, b) (c, d)

X
(c, d) (wl , w2)

where wl and w2 are words in a.b,c and d.

Examples (4.3.1) wl = abd", w2 =db-1d.

(4.3.3) w l = cbd-1, w2 = db-ta-tcd.

As a demonstration we calculate GR (L) where R is example (4.3.3) and where L

is the trefoil

(e, f)

(a, b)

(c, d)

Then
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0R(L) = <a, b, c, d, e, f Ie= ebel-!, f= db-la-led, a= edf'", b= fd-Ie-Ief,

c= afb", d=bf-Ie-Iab >
=<a, b, e, d Ia= cbel-Ie-Iabel-!,b= db-Ia-Iea-Ied>

Ifwe abelianise OR (L) we get
<a, b, e, d I a = a + 2b - 2d, b = - 2a - b + 2e + 2d >
aI Z e z e Z2 e Z2.

Ifwe abelianise w1,w2 we get
w1 = e + b - d, w2 = - b + e - a + 2d.

Le. in the terms of the previous section we have

The Alexander module of L is presented by the matrix

so the abelian group obtained from P and L is presented by

0000

0000

o 0 0-2

002 2

[ 0 -2]since I-P+ p2 = 2 2

and this group is of course l e z e Z2 El) l2 again
(end of example) Cl

As in [J] we can, given a rack or quandle representation R, given by

d = wl a, b 1,- - - -
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define w( 1)[ ! , Q] = w[! , Q ]
and w(r+l)[!, Q] = w[ w(r)[! ,Q] ,Q Ifor each re !W.

Then g = w(r)[! , Q] also defines a rack or quandle representation.

We write Rr for this representation.

We also write ROfor the representation given by w[!, Q] =~, and R-r for Rr.

If w(r)[! , Q] = ! , and r is the least value for which this is true then say that R has

orderr.
Then for the two dimensional quandle representations defined above we have

(4.3.1) is of order 2.

(4.3.2>r is an infinite family; Le. if we let w(1)[ a, b, c, d 1 = ( abd-t, dbd-t), then by the

above construction we obtain w(r)[ a, b, c, d) = ( abfd-r, drbd-f).

(4.3.3) is of order 3.
For an abelian group quandle representation defined from a matrix P we have

w(1)[!, y] = P! + (I-P)y

w(2)[ ~,y] = P( ~ + (I-P)y ) + (I-P)y
= p2~ + (I_p2)y

and w(r)[! , y] =pr~ + (I_pr)y.

Hence the order of the quandle representation is equal to the order of the matrix ( as
an element of GL(n, l».
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Chapter 5 - Action by automorphisms

If P and Q are conjugate in GL(n,l), then the abelian group invariants for a link L
that we obtain from them will be isomorphic. If P = A-IQA, we regard A as an

automorphism of Zn, the free object in the class A. Then A allows us to define the

isomorphism Gp(L) -+ GQ(L).

In this chapter we see that this is the general situation. If R is a link-diagram-
representation of dimension nand 9 is an automorphim of Fn then we describe another

link -diagram representation S = R9, such that GR(L) 9£ GS(L) 'it links L.

This chapter can also be thought of as the first part of chapter 7 in which we look

at some more general cases of pairs Rand S such that GR CL)9£ GSCL) V links L.
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(§5.1) Definition of the action.

Let R be a link-diagram-representation invariant under moves of type no and

Ino. Let R have dimension n, let Fn be the free object on n generators and let 9 be an

automorphism of Fn'

We define another link-diagram-representation S = R9 by

YS+[ ~ , Q I= 9-1 [ YR+[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[Q III
.YtS+[ ~ , Q I = 9-1 [ wR +[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[Q III

Lemma(5.1.1) S = R9 is invariant under moves of types no and Ino.

Proof
To check invariance under no we must (by lemma 3.5.1) check 3 things. The

basic facts to be used are: first that for any choice of an n-tuple ~ since 9 is an

automorphism < ! > = < ~ [! I> = < 9-1 [ ! I >; and secondly we use the conclusions of
lemma (3.5.1) for R.

(i) < YS+[~' Q), wS+[~, Q] >
= < 9-1 [YR +[ ~ [~ ] , ~ [Q ] ] ] , 9-1 [ wR +[ ~ [~ I,~[Q III>
= < [YR +[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[Q III , [wR+[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[Q ] ] ]>

by the first basic fact

=<~[~),~[Q]>

by the second
= < !, Q > as required, again by the first.

The arguments for the other two are much the same.

(ii) <Q >~< ~,YR+[ ~ , Q] >
=+ < Q >= < ~ [Q ] >~< ~ [~ I ,YR+[ ~ [ ~ I •~[Q II >

= < ~,9-1[ YR+[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[hIlI>
= < ~,Ys+[ ~ , Q] >

(iii) <~> S; < h ,WR+[ ~ , Q ]>
.. < ~> = < ~ [~I> S; < ~ [Q I ,WR+[ ~ [ ~ I ,~[Q ] ] >

= < Q, 9-1 [ wR +[ ~ [ ~ l , ~ [ h III >
= < Q , ws +[ ~ , Q I>

To check invariance under Ino we use lemma (3.5.3), and thus we must check 3
equations. Since they all work the same way we only check one here:
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YS+[Ys+[~, Ql,YS+[ws+[~, Q I .s III
= a-I [YR+[ ~ [ a-I [ YR+t ~ [ ~ I , ~ [ Q 1111 ,

~ [ a-I [YR +[ ~ [a-I [ wR +[ ~ [ ~ I,!! [Q 1111 , !! [f 111111
by defn of S

= a-I [YR+t YR+t ~ [~ I,~[Q 11 , YR+[ wR +[ ~ [ ~ 1 , ~ [Q 11 , !![£ 1111
by cancelling pairs aa-I

= 9-1 [YR +[ !![~1 , YR+[ !![Q 1 , !! [s 1111
since R satisfies lemma (3.5.3)

= YS+[ ~ ,YS+[ Q , f 11 by defn of S.
That completes the proof of the lemma. 0

Prop. (5.1.2) With Rand S as in the lemma

xs -[ ~ ,Q ) = a-I [YR-[ ~ [ ~ 1 , ~ [ Q 111
ws -[ ~ , Q I= a-I [ WR -[ ~ [ ~ ) , ~ [Q III
~S[ ~ , Q I = a-I [ ?fR [ ~ [ ~ ] , ~ [ Q 1 ] ]

Proof It is easy to see that the words on the right hand side satisfy the equations in

corol (3.3.2) and corol (3.3.4) and hence must be Ys -, w S- and ~ by uniqueness of
inverses. [J

Corol. (5.1.3) With R and S as in the lemma, R is invariant under moves of type 10

iff Sis.

Proof If we use corol (3.5.5) then this becomes another equation which checks the same
way as before. 0

We have defined the action of a by defining the words associated with Ra. We

could have started by defining the maps 9* induced on the R and S systems as described
in the next lemma, and then have deduced the associated words.

Thus the following lemma could have been the starting point for the chapter, and

the material in it could have been used to define R9. It also shows how this chapter and

chapter 7 are related.

Lemma(5.1.4) Let S = Ra.
Let L be a link subdiagram. Let e(1), ...,e(r) be the endpoints of L, and let a (1),,,.,a(s) be

the subarcs of L.

We define
a* :< ~(i): 1~~)---+ < ~(i): 1~~)
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by 9*( e(i)j ) = 9j [~(i) ]

and 9* : GR(L) -+ GS(L)

by 9*( a(i)j ) = 9j [!(i) ].

These maps 9* allow us to define a map 9* : sysR(L) -+ sysS(L) given by the
commutative diagram

< ~(i) : l~iSr > ------+ GS(L)

and the vertical maps 9* are both isomorphisms.

Proof The only nontrivial part of the lemma is that the map 9* : GR(L) -+ GS(L) is well

defined and is an isomorphism. 9*: < !(i) : l~i~s > --+ < !(i) : l~~s > is certainly

defined and 9* : GR(L) -+ Gs(L) is well defined and is an isomorphism because 9* on

the free group maps the relations of GR (L) to those of GS(L). For suppose a, b, c, d are the

subarcs incident at a crossing, and the relations in GR(L) are

s = YR"l! , Q] , g = wR+[ ! , Q] •
Applying 9* to these gives

~[£] = YR+[!H!1.!HQ]]

and ~h!1 = wR+[~[!],~[Q]]

which are equivalent to

s = 9-1[ YR+[ ~ [!],~[Q ] ] ]

and g = 9-1[ wR+[~ [! 1. !H Q ] ]]

i.e. £ = Ys+[ ! ,Q] and g = ~ +[ ! ,Q]. 0

Defn. If S = R9 then say that Rand S are conjugate.

Prop.(5.1.5) Rid = R
R(9cp) = (Re)cp

Proof Trivial, so long as ecpmeans apply 9 and then apply cp. 0
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Corol (5.1.6) Conjugacy is an equivalence relation on link-diagram-representations,
link-representations, framed-link-representations, rack-representations and on quandle-
representations.
Aut(Fn) acts on those elements which have dimension n.

Proof To define the action on all link -diagram-representations we just define S = Re by

Si+r ~, Q, £, g ] = Ri+r !![~],!![Q ], !![s],!![g ]]
Si-[ ~, Q, £, g) = Ri -[ !![~],!![Q ], !![s ],!![g 1 ].

The only thing that remains to be checked is that if R is a rack-representation then so is S.

That just involves checking that (YR+r ~ , Q] = Q) =+ (Ys+r ~ , Q 1 = Q), which is obvious.

o
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(§5.2) Examples

Example (5.2.1) Let P E GL(n. Z). and write P also for the abelian-group-quandle-
representation given by w[!, y] = P! + (I-P)y.

In this case the free object is Zn , so an element of Aut(Fn)' e. is also an element

of GL(n, l). Let Q = e-l pe, then pe = Q. (Hence the choice of the name.) For abelian-

group-quandle-representations conjugacy is the same as conjugacy of matrices.

Example (5.2.2) Let R be a (group)-link-representation. Let e(ai) = a(t V'l~i~dim(R).

Then Re is given by replacing the words vi and wi by their reverses. For example if R is

given by

then Re is given byxxy

y "'" yxy -1

or if R is given by
(a, b) (c, d)

X
(c, d) '" (cbd", db-la-lcd)

then Re is given by
(a, b) (c, d)

X
(c, d) '" (dbc, dca-lb-ld)

Example (5.2.3) Let Rand S be two dimensional quandle-representations given by

wR+[ a, b, c. d l= (a br d-r , dr bd-r)

and Ws+[ a, b, c, d) = ( a, af b d-t e -r d), for the same fixed integer r.
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Let a : F2 --+ F2 be given by

a(xl) = x2

a(x2) = x2-1 xl x2 .

Then a-I(Xt) = Xt x2 Xt-t

a-l(x2) = Xt .

So!H a • b) = (b. b-I ab); !H c ,d) = (d ,d-I c d );

wR"l ~ [a , b) , ~ le , d ] ] = ( b ( b" a b )r (d-I cd) -r, (d-I c d )r ( b-l ab) (dolcd) -r)
= (aT b d-l c -T d , d-l eTd b-l a bd-I c -Td )

so

( a-I) t [wR +[ ~ [a , b) ,!!le , d 1] 1
= (ar b d-1 c -r d ) d-Ier d b-l a b dolc -T d (aTb d:' c -T d )"1

=a
and (a-l)2 [WR +[~ [a, b], ~ [c ,d)]] = aTb d-l c-r d

ie S = Ra.

To reiterate the important content of proposition (5.1.4) this means that the groups
obtained from a link L by using the labellings

(a, b) (c, d)

X and

(a, b) (c, d)

X
(c, d)

are isomorphic.
(c, d)

Example (5.2.4) Let R be as in example (5.2.3) and a be defined by

!![a , b ] = ( ab! , b); fOTsome integer t.

Then a-I [a, b) = (ab-t , b )

a-I [ wR+[ !![a , b ], ~ l c , d ]] ]

= a-I [ wR+[ ab t , b , edt, d ] ]

= a-I [a bt br d-r , dr b d-r]

= (a br d-r , dTb d-r)

henceRa = R.
This example is included to show that the action of Aut(Fn) is not free. Also

because this example will reappear in chapter 7 where there is given a different action for

those a such that Ra = R.
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Chapter 6 - Orientation invariance.

So far everything has been said in the context of oriented links, and hence the
invariants obtained can so far only be thought of as invariants of oriented links.

However some of the examples are in fact invariants of unoriented links. An
example of this is the fundamental group of the link complement, as obtained from the
Wirtinger presentation. Another, also drawn from the motivational examples in the
introduction is the first homology group of the two-fold cover of the complement.

This chapter is concerned with such examples.
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(§6.1) Mirror Images

It is well known that if A = A(t) is a square matrix with elements in Z[ t, r' ]which
presents the Alexander module of a knot, and if B is the matrix obtained from A by

transposition, followed by replacing t by r', i.e. B = At ( r' ), then the matrix B presents

the same module. We interpret this as saying that if K is a knot and AK is its Alexander

module; and if K' is the mirror image knot taken with reversed orientation then AK and

AK' are isomorphic.

This is also true for the (1 variable) Alexander module of a link, and more

generally. Let Lbe a link representation.

Lemma (6.1.1) Let L be a link and let L' be the link obtained from L by taking its mirror
image and then reversing the orientations of each of its components.

Then GR (L) a£ GR (L').

Use Alexander's theorem to draw L as the closure of a braid B on m strings. Then
by (§3.4), sysR(B) is given by

< ~(i) ,Q(i) ; lSiSm > -+ < ~(i) ,Q(i) ; tSiSm I Q(i) = £ill1(i)[ ~(1),... , ~(m) J ; for lSiSm >
hence

GR(L) = < ~(i) ,Q(i) ; 1SiSm I ~(i) = Q(i) = wn(i)[ !(1),..., ~(m)] ; for 1SiSm >
where a(i) are the labels on the strings at y=+ 1, and b(i) are those at y= -1.
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We can now obtain a picture of L' from one of L by changing all undercrossings
to overcrossings (and vice versa), and then changing all orientations.

If we apply this to the picture of L as a closed braid, and then rotate the link by
1800 about the x-axis we obtain a picture of L' as the closure of the braid B-1•

Thus

GR(L') = < ~(i) ,Q(i) ; l~~m I ~(i) = Q(i) = ~..c~.~ii)[~(1),..., ~(m) 1; for l~i~ >
but S is a representation so ~(B-l) =(~(B»-I.

Hence GR (L) eE GR(L'), by an isomorphism sending
a(i). -+ b(i).

J J
b(i). -+ a(i)· 0

J Jand

Now let LOP be the link obtained from L by reversing the orientation of each

component of L. Let Lm be the mirror image of L.

Corol (6.1.2) GR(LOP) eE GR(Lm).

R satisfies GR (L) eE G R(Lm) vt,
+=> R satisfies GR(L) eE GR(LoP) 'v'L

Proof trivial 0

We next aim for a condition on R which will imply that

GR(L) aI GR(LOP) S1¥ GR(Lm). If L is a knot this will imply that R gives an invariant of

the unoriented knot (and that the invariant will also be the same for the mirror image
knot).

Defn If R is a link-representation then we define another link-representation R by

YR.+[ ~ , Q] = YR "I~,Q ]

~R+[ ~ , Q] = ~R -[ ~ ,Q ]

Remark It is easy to see that R is a link-representation by looking at the mirror images of
the diagrams used to show invariance under the moves of various types. It is also clear
that

YIt -[ !,Q] = YR+[ ! ,Q ]

wit -[ ~ , Q] = ~R "t ~,Q ]

Lemma (6.1.3) R is conjugate to R

.. GR (L) al G R(LOP)vt,
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Proof R conjugate to R implies GR(L) a£ GR(L) 'fL, thus the lemma will follow if we

prove that GR(L) 2E GR(L°P) 'fL.

Use the same labels for the subarc of LOP as for the corresponding subarc of L.

The isomorphism GR(L) a£ GR(LOP) is induced by the identity map on the free group

generated by the Isubarcs of Llx] 1,....nl, since given a crossing in L

a b

X""'d
or

c d

Xa bc

in GR (L) we introduce the relations

~ = wR -[ Q ,£] ,Q = YR-[ Q , £]
which by the definition of R is just

~ = wR+[ Q , £] ,Q = YR+[ Q , £ ] .

In LOPthe corresponding crossing is

or

c d

Xa b

so in G R(LoP) we introduce the relations

~ = wR+[ Q , £] •Q = YR+[ Q •£ ]

Thus GR(L) 2E GR(L°P) as claimed. C
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(§6.2) Orientation of components

In this section we produce a condition that will imply that a link-representation is
independent of the choices of orientations for individual components.

First we recap from (§3.3) the various forms for the relations that we associate
with a crossing. Given a crossing

b

or

c

we can write the associated relations as
(i) s = y+[ ~ , Q I,g = w+[ ~ , Q] ;

or (ii) ~ = y-[ g , £ l,Q = ~-[ g , £ ] ;
or (iii) Q = ![~,£] , Q = w+[ ~ , ![~,£] ];

The condition that we prove in this section is

Lemma (6.2.1) Let L be an unoriented link. Let Lt and L 2 be oriented links each

obtained from L by make choices for the orientation of each component. Let R be a
link-representation of dimension n with associated words y+, w+,y-, w-,~.

Suppose there exists an involution f on Fn such that

(i) Rf = R
(ii) f [~[~,Q ] ] = y-[ ~ ,f[ Q ] 1
(iii) w+[ ~ , ![~,Q] ] = w"] ~ , f( Q]]

then OR (Lt) at GR(~)' o

It is possible to prove this lemma by constructing an isomorphism

f*: GR(Lt) -+ GR(~) where f* is the identity on generators whose subarcs have the

same orientation in Lt and L2 and f* acts as f on the generators associated to a subarc

whose orientations differ.
However it is more pleasing to proceed via the ideas of a tangle-representation.

Recall that a tangle-subarc was defined as a maximal section of curve containing
no crossing points. or maxima or minima (with respect to the y coordinate). We can
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define a tangle-picture-representation of dimension n by associating n generators to each
tangle.-subarc, and associating a collection of relations at maxima, minima and crossings.
We still have two types of crossings, positive and negative since the increasing y
direction (up the page) is preserved by level-isotopies.

n <.
maximum minimum

X X
positive crossing negative crossing

Define a tangle-representation to be a tangle-picture-representation which gives
isomorphic systems for different projections of the same concrete tangle. It is easy to see,
as in section (3.2) that a tangle picture representation is a tangle representation iff it is

invariant under moves of types It, n', mt, IVt, v', and VIt (as defined in section 2.2).

Proposition (6.2.2) Given Rand f as in the lemma we can define a tangle-representation

by the relations

b

~=f(Q] Q=f(~l

a b c d

X or X
c d a b

c = v+[ ab] d = w+[a b 1- - -'- - - -'-
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Proof We just check moves It to VIto

a a
f Ibl

cc

consider the oriented diagrams
a

c c
L10 ~o

Then since f2 is the identity,

sys(R,f)(Lt) i! sysR (Lt 0) aE sysR (L20) el sys(R,f)(~) .

So R is invariant under moves of type JO iff (R,f) is invariant under moves of type It.

Moves ut and lilt contain no maxima or minima, hence orienting the components
down the page gives us identical R-systems and (R,f)-systems.

a a

c cc

sys(R,f)(L3) :(! ,£ > --+ < ~,Q, £ IQ = f [~],Q = f [s]>
sys(R,f)(L4) :<s ,s> --+ < ~,s I! = £ >
sys(R,f)(LS) :<s , s> --+ <~,Q, s I~= f [Q l, £ = f [Q ] >
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and these three (Rfr-systems are isomorphic since f is an isomorphism.

Move Y t Comes in two parts, yt 1 and Y t2 :

a a

l L6
ytl

\
b c d b c d

a a
L8

yt2

c d c d

In G (R,O(L~, ~ = f [g J and in G (R,f)(L7) g = f [12 J so we have (Rfr-systems
L6: <~ ,12, s .g >-+ < ~,Q, s. g Is = w+[ ~, ~[~, Q] J, g = f [~[~,Q] J >
~: < ~ , Q , £ , g >-+ <~,Q , £ •g I£ = w-[ ~ ,f [Q] ], g = y-[ ~,f [Q ]] >

Hence sYS(R,O(L6)" sYS(R,f)(~) by the conditions (ii) and (iii).
Similarly the (R,O-systems for L8 and 4 are given by

L8: < ~ , Q , £ , g > -+ < ~ , Q • £ •g I~= y+[ Q • £], g = f Iw"l Q • £] ]>
4: < ~ . Q • s ,g> -+ < ~ ,Q , s ,gig = w+[ f [Q J , ~ [ f [12 J. s J J J, ~ = ~ [f [12 J , s J >

but ~ [ ff Q 1.s]= ff y-[ ff Q ], f [s]]](by condition/iij)

= y+[ Q • £] (by (i)

and w+[ f [12 J , ~ [ f [12 J, s J J J = w-[ f [Q ] , f [£ J J (by condition (iii»

= f[ w+[ Q ,£ JJ (by (i»
thus (R,f) is invariant under moves of type yt.

None of the moves of type YIt change the way we write down the (R,f)-system,

and hence (R,O is invariant under these moves also. That completes the proof of the
proposition 0
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Proof of Lemma (6.2.1)
We prove the lemma by proving that GR(Ll) 6!E G(R,f)(L), since then also

GR(L,) aE G(R,O(L) and hence GR(Ll) lIE GR(L,), and thus we have an invariant of the

unoriented link.
To show that GR(Ll) aE G(R,f)(L) we find a projection of the link where it is

obviously true. Draw Ll as a closed braid (by Alexander's theorem)

then the notions of positive crossing and of negative crossing agree for on one hand the
oriented link, and on the other hand for the unoriented tangle. Also the maxima and minima

occur in pairs so that f2 = id means that for this projection of Ll and L the R-system and

the (R,O-system are the same. C

If R is in fact a quandle-representation, i.e. y+[ ~ , Q 1 = Q then the conditions

simplify:
Corol (6.2.3) IfR is a quandle-representation, and f is an involution such that

(i) Rf = R
and (ii) w+[ ~ , f[ Q ] ] = w-[ ~ , Q ]
then R defines an invariant of unoriented links. o
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(§6.3) Examples

First we look at some of the one dimensional examples

Example (6.3.1) v+[ a, b l = b: w+[ a, b l= b-r a br.

Let f [y ] = y-t be the nontrivial involution on F 1

then f [w+[ f [a I, f Ib III = f[ w+[ a-t , b-t]] = f[ br a" b-rl = br a b-r = w "] a, b I
soRf = R.
Also w+[ a, f [b I] = Va b-r = w-[ a, b 1.
Hence this link-representation is invariant of the link's orientation.

Example (6.3.2) Example #13 from section (4.1)

v+[ a , b I= a2 b, w+[ a , b l= b-I a-t b

then vt a, b 1= b a2, w"] a, b) = b a-t b-t

and xl a , b I= a -2 b.
Let f [ y ] = Y -I then

(i) f lv" [f [a I , f Ib I I I = f [a -2 b-I I = b a2= vt a, b I
f lw" lf [a I,f [ b ]] ] = b a-t b-t = w-[ a , b l

(ii) f [ x [a, b l l = f [a-2 b 1= b-t a2

vt a , f [ b ] I= v-[ a , b-t I= bota2

(iii) w+[ a, x [a, b II = w+[ a, a-2 b l = b-t a-t b = w "] a, f [b I]
Hence this example satisfies the three conditions of lemma (6.2.1), and is an invariant of
the unoriented link.

Example (6.3.3) Any quandle-representation of order 2 satisfies w+[ ~ , Q I = '!l.. -[ ~ , Q I,
and hence is shown to be orientation invariant by taking f = identity map.

Next we look at a couple of examples drawn from chapter 8. These examples are

quandle-reresentations, and hence we only need to define w+ and w- .

Example (6.3.4) w+[ a, b, c, d l= (a, ab dotc-t d)

then w-[ a, b, c, d I= ( a, a-t b d-t cd).

Ifwe take f [a, b 1= (a-t , b) then we find that R f = R.
However we cannot find any involution to satisfy the conditions of corol (6.2.3).

In chapter 8 we show by considering examples of links that although this link is invariant
under mirror image (and hence is independent of the orientation of a knot), it is
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q\~rt.M.C!.r'\.t
A on the choice of orientations for the components of a link.

Example (6.3.5) w+[ a, b, c, d) = ( d b·t ab dot , d bota2 c-2 d)

then w"] a, b, c, d) = ( c-2 d bota b dotc2 , c-2 d bota-2 d ).

If we take f : F2 --+ F2 to be given by f [a , b I= ( a-t , a-2 b ) then we satisfy the

conditions of corol (6.2.3), showing that this example gives us an invariant of unoriented
links. 0

There are several more examples like this in chapter 8.

Next some remarks on abelian-group-quandle-representations. As described in
section (4.2) these are defmed by A E GL( n , Z),

and given by w+r ~ , y I= A~ + (I - A)y
and w-[ ~ , y I= A-t~+ (I - A-t)y

In this context lemma (6.1.3) and corol (6.2.3) say

A2 = I + the quandle-representation is orientation invariant and
A conjugate to A-t + the quandle-representation is reflection invariant.

As examples take

A=[ 0 1]. B=[11]. C=[11]
-1 • !: 1 0' 0 1

A is conjugate to its inverse , but A2 f. I , and we can show that the choice of
orientations for components does make a difference. This example is the abelianisation of

example (4.3.3) which is of order 3 (also A3 = I). In chapter 8 we give an example of 2
choices for orientation of a link such that A gives different abelian groups, and hence such
that example (4.3.3) gives different groups ..

B is not conjugate to B -J, and hence we would not expect the invariants obtained to
necessarily be unchanged by reflecting the link. However, I have not been able to find an
example where it does change.

C is conjugate to its inverse, but C2 f. I, so we would not necessarily expect the
abelian groups obtained to be independent of orientation. However I have not been able to
find an example where the orientation does make a difference.
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(§6.4) Action by automorphisms

Finally in this chapter we check the interaction between the involution f of
lemma (6.2.1) and the action of automorphisms as described in chapter 5.

We already know that the conjugate representations have the same invariance
properties with respect to orientation changes and reflection since they give the same

invariants, here what we show is that the map f is also conjugated by the action of the
automorphism.

Proposition (6.4.1) Let R and S be link-representations of dimension n, and suppose that

Re = S.
Let f be an automorphism of Fn ' and let g = e-l f 9 (hence if f is an involution then

so is g)

Then (i) Rf = R implies sg = s-
(ii) Il ~R[ ~ , Q] ] = YR-L~,f[ Q ]]
+ g[~[ ~, Q ] ] = Ys -[ ~ , g [Q ]]
(iii) wR+ [! ,~R [! ,Q ] ] = wR -[ ~ , f [Q ] ]

+ ~ + [~,~ [! ,Q ) ) = ~ -[ ~ , g [Q ) ]

First notice that is proposition (5.1.5), by ( f e )we mean apply f and then apply 9.
This also means that i.!U[~]= f [!! [~]]. Hence we don't need to bracket such products
of elements ofFn.
(i) sg = Se-lfe = Rfa = Re.
Thus what we have to show is that Re = s.
e-l [YR+[!! [~] , !! [Q ] ] ] = e-l [YR-[ !! [~ ] , !! [Q ] ] ] = Ys -[ ~ , Q ] = Ys+[ !,Q ]

and similarly forwR+'
(ii) g [~[ ~,Q ]] = (e-l fee-I) [lfR[!! [!] ,!! [Q ] ] ]

= e-l [YR-[ !! [~ ] , f 9 [Q ] ] ]

= e·l[YR -[ ~ [!] ,!lg [Q]] ]

= Ys -[ ! ,g [Q ] ]

(iii) zs+ [!,zs [!,Q] ] = e-l [wR+[!! [~] , ~R[!! [~ ] , !! [Q] ] ]]

= e-I [wR -[ !! [!],f e [Q ] ] ]
= e·l [wR-[!! [~] , !lg [Q] ] ]

= zs-[~,g [Q ] ] []
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Chapter 7 - Some more isomorphisms.

First some preliminary motivation.
Let R be given by

and S be given by b

b

Let rtmean r right handed half twists, and let Lr be

a b

re

Then it is easy to see that

sysR<Lr) is < a, b, e, d >-+< a, b, e, die = a (ab)" , d = (b-1a-l)rb >
and

syss<Lr) is < a, b, c, d >-+< a, b, c, die = a (a-1b)f ,d = b(a-1bl >
so if L is given by

b

re
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then GR(L) = < a, b, c, d Ia = a (ab)" , d = (b-1a-1)r b, b = d (dc)s , c = (c-1 d-1)s C >
= < a, b, c I (ab)f = (bc)s = 1 >

and GS(L) = < a, b, c, d I a = a (a-1b)f , d = b (a-1b)r , b = d (d-1c)s , c = C (d-1 c)S >
= < a, b, c I (a-1bl = (b-1c)S= 1 >

so GR(L) ~ GS(L) for these links L.

In fact GR(L) and GS(L) will be isomorphic whichever link L we choose, and in

this chapter we prove this and other results.

The main result of the chapter is that to obtain invariants of links we don't need to
change the label on the top string.

To be more precise, we have been constructing link-diagram-representations

satisfying certain conditions by starting with a pair of collections of words YR+ and wR+
The main conclusion of this chapter is that given such an R, there exists an S with YS[ ~ , Q]
= Q and such that GR(L) al GS(L) for all links L.

The first part of the chapter will describe the general approach, and define the
isomorphism in general terms.

The second part will produce the specific maps we will use, and will state and prove
the theorem.

The third part will contain the examples.
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(§7.1) Basic ideas

Let R be a link-diagram-representation of dimension n, which is invariant under

moves of types II0 and 1110.
Let L be a link (or framed link), drawn as the closure of a braid B on m strings,

which we think of as a word of length I in the generators 01 ,...om-1'

We can write down GR(L) by regarding the plane as consisting of 1+1 parts, 1

containing 1 crossing each, and 1 part containing the arcs which close the braid. Suppose

the i th letter in the word for B is OJ , then we can label the subarcs and obtain a diagram,

Di'
A(i)(1) A(i)(2) A(i)(j) A(i)(j+1) A(i)(m)

t t X t
A(i+1)(j) ~i+1)(j+1)A(i+1)(1) A(i+l)(2) A(i+1)(m)

and sysR(Di) is given by
FmnxFmn <Am(t), A(i+1)(t); 1St~ IA(i)(t) = A(i+O(t) ift I: jj+l;

A(i+1)(j) = YR+[ A(i)(j) , A(i)(j+1)],

A(i+1)(j+1) = wR+[ A(i)(j) ,A(i)(j+1)] >
where the first Fmn is generated by the Am(t) and the second by the A(i+1)(t) .

So GR (L) will have the relations from 01, ... ,01 ' together with the relations

A(1)(t) = AQ+1)(t) for lstSm which come from the arcs used to close the braid.

Now let <pe Aut (Fmn)' then we obtain a commutative diagram

where <p*( A(k) s(t) ) = <Ps(t) [A(k)( 1) ,..., A(k) (m) ], for k = i, i+ 1;

and where G has generators Am (t) , A(i+1) (t) , for 1StSm; and relations obtained by

applying (<px<p)to the relations of GR(Oi)'

(<p)(<P)and <p*are then both isomorphisms.
We try to find maps <psuch that the bottom horizontal map in the commutative

diagram is sysS(Di) for some link-diagram-representation S. Suppose that for each i,
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1S i ~ I we have produced an isomorphism in this way cp*(i):GR (Dj) -+GS(Di),
then

Claim: we have in fact produced an isomorphism <1>*: GR(L) -+GS(L).

Proof of claim: The maps cp*carry the relations of GR (L) arising from crossings to those

of GS(L). The remaining set of relations in GR (L),arising from the arcs closing the braid,

are A(1)(t) = A(l+1)(t) for t~t~. The R-system of this region is given by

Fmn)(Fmn <Alli(t) ,A(l+1)(t); tS~m IA(1)(t) = A(1+1)(t) ; tStSm).

If we apply CP)(CPto this system as we did for the Di then it is unchanged since cpis an

automorphism. 0

Thus we have

Basic Idea (7 .t.t) Suppose we can produce a family of maps <b = {CPm' m E IWI,
such that 'V m 'V braids B on m strings,

the map {Fmn)( Fmn --+ G} is sysS(B), with the same S in every case

then we have shown that
GR(L) aeGS(L) for all links L. 0

Of course we don't need to look at all braids, we only need to look at the braid
generators OJ' We don't need to worry about the inverses of generators since

a(1) aU) a(j+t) a(m)

i X t
b(1) bU) b(j+l) b(m)

and
b(1) bU) b(j+t) b(m)

t X t
act) aU) a(j+t) a(m)

give the same set of relations in GR(L).

We have already looked at some examples of such isomorphisms in chapter 5

(Action by automorphisrns). In that case we started with cpE Aut (F n)' and then looked at

cpxcpx...xcpas an automorphism of Fmn ' and thus produced S = Rcp.
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To see what properties the CPmmust have let us look at the case of B = o'j labelled

by a(i) and b(i) as in the last diagram. We write cP for CPm'

sysR(B) is
< ~(i) , Q(i); 1 SiS m)--+ < ~(i), Q(i); 1 SiS m 1QG) = YR+[ ~G) , ~(j+l) J,

Q(j+1) = WR+[~G) ,~(j+1)1,

Q(i) = ~(i) for i -I: jj+l ).

Writing 52*[~(i) ] for ~(i) [~(1) ,...•~(m)], and 52*[Q(i) ] for 52(i)[Q(1) , ... , Q(m) ]

G is given by
< ~(i) , _Q(i); 1 SiS m 152*[_Q(j)] = YR+[ 52*[~(j) ] ,52* [~(j+ 1) ] 1,

52*[Q(j+1)] = wR+[ 52*[~(j)] ,!e* [~(j+1) n
!e* [Q(i) ] = !e* [~(i) 1 for i -I: j,j+ 1 )

Since cP is an automorphism we also have a map cP-t which satisfies
~(i) [ 52*[Q(1) J, m* [Q(2) ], ... ,!e* [ _Q(m)] ] = Q(i)

Hence we can transform the relations of G to
Q(i) = ~(i) [52* [~(1)], ... , V , W , ... , m* [~(m) JJ

for 1 SiS m - equationa-«)
where

V = YR+[ 52*[~(j) 1.m* [~(j+1)]] ,

W = wR+[ 52*[~(j) ] , !e* r.~(j+1) JJ,
and V and W are in the jth and j+ 1st places in the bracket.

Write A(i) for the right hand side of equation (**).
Then for the e~u(),+lons. (**) to arise from the S-system of a link-diagram-

representation S we rf.«Ui( e

Conditions (7.1.2)
A(j) = Ys+[~(j) .~(j+1)]

A(j+1) = ~+[~(j). !(j+1)]

and A(i) = !(i) if i -I: j,j+l 0
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(§7.2) Theorem:
Let R be a link-diagram-representation which is invariant under moves of types

no and IIlo.

We can define another link-diagram-representation S

given by

Ys+[~.h]=h

Ws+ [~ •h I = YR+[ h •WR+[ ~ •~R[ ~ •h ] I I.

Then (i) S is invariant under moves of types no and m=.
(ii) S is invariant under moves of type 1° iff R is.
(iii) If L is any link then GR(L) till GS(L) 0

The bulk of the proof will be the construction of the automorphisms «1>, and
verifying that they satisfy conditions (7.1.2). That will also prove part (iii). Parts (i) and
(ii) will then follow very easily.

So, suppose that R is as in the statement of the theorem.

Construction of the maps CD

As usual we define the maps in terms of the images of the words. We construct
the maps <Pmand their inverses which we call em together.

We can think of Fmn C F(m+l)n as the inclusion of

<~G); 1SjSm>c<!(j); 1SjSm+l >.
The maps <Pmand em E Fmn will be compat ible with these inclusions.

That is to say

<Pm(xG>i) = q>m'(xG)i) for all m, m' ~ j (modulo an inclusion map)

Thus we need to define q>(xG\ ) as a word in the x (r\ with r S j, and 1 S k ~ n.

Also we can ignore the subscript m on <Pm'

X(i) and V(i) will be n-tuples of words in (n+1)xi letters.

DefineX(O) [~(1) I = ~(l) .

For i > 0 define
X(i) [~(1) ,..., ~(i+l)] = ~R[ X(i-l) [~(1) ,..., ~(i)I , x(i-l) [~(1) ,...,~(i-1), ~(i+l)]]

Define V(O) [~(1) I = ~(l) .

For i > 0 define
V(i) [~(l) ,..., ~(i+l)I = YR+ [~(1) •v(i-1) [~(2) ,..., ~(i+ 1))).

Now we can define !2(i) = X(i-l) and !!(i) = V(i-l) .

For convenience write
<p.[~(i) I= x(i-l) [~(1) ,...,~(i)I
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and e*[ !(i)] for v(i-l) [it) •...• !(i»).

First we show algebraically that cp and e are inverses. This will involve repeated

uses of the identities

Q = YR+r!. !R[~' Q]]

and Q = ~R[ ~ •YR+[! •Q ]]
(as introduced in chapter 3).

(If the reader wants to follow through a particular value of i in what follows. I can

recommend i = 3 ).

To avoid confusion of the various x's around we regard a(i)j as the standard

generators of Fmn-

Proposition e cp = id
Proof If i = 1 then e cp (a(i)j) = cp (a(i)j) = a(i)j

(Remember 9 cpmeans apply e then apply e.)

Now let i+l > 1.

Suppose e cp (a(i)j) = a(i)j 'V 1 Sj S n

so a(i)j = cp (y(i-l)j )

i.e. !(i) = y(i-l) [cp*[ !(1) ] ..... cp*[ !(i) ] ]

= YR+r cp*[ ~(1) ] •V(i-2) [cp*[ ~(2) ] cp*[ !(i) ] ] ]

= YR+r cp*[ ~(1) ] , YR+r cp*[ ~(2) ] YR+r cp*[ ii-t) 1. cp*[ ~(i) 1] ... ]
:. ~(i)= YR+[ cp*[ !(1) ] , YR+r cp*[ !(2) ] •

.... YR+[ cp*[ ~(i-l) ] • x(i-l) [~(1) ..... ~(i-t).~(i)] ] ... ]

We regard this as a word identity with ~(i) as the variable and as ~(1) ..... ~(i-l) as fixed.

In particular it will remain true if we replace ~(i) by ~(i+l) .
Also YR+[ cp*[ ~(i)], cp*[ ~(i+l)]] = YR+[ X(i-l) , X(i)]

= YR"lX(i-l) •~R[ X(i-l) , x(i-t) [~(1) ,.... ~(i-l).~(i+l)]]]

= x(i-l) [~(1) ...., ~(i-1),~(i+t)].

Hence e cp (a(i+1)j ) = cp (v(i)j )

= v(i)j [cp*[ ~(1)), ... , cp*[ ~(i+l)]]

= YR+j[ cp*[ ~(1) 1 , YR+[ cp*[ ~(2)] , ....

YR+[ cp*[ ~(i-1) ] •YR+[ cp*[ ~(i)] • cp*[ ~(i+1) ]]] ... ]]

= YR+j[ cp*[ ~(1) ] , YR+[ cP*[ ~(2) ] ,...
""YR+[ cp*[ ~(i-l) ] ,X(i-l) [~(1) ...., ~(i-l),~(i+1)] ] ... ]]

- a(i+l).- J
Hence we have proved the proposition by induction on i. D
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Prooosition <pe = id
Proof If i = 1 then <pe ( a(i)j) = e ( a(i)j) = a(i)j .

Now let i+1 > 1
Suppose <pe (a(i)j ) = a(i)j for 1 ~j ~ n.

then !(i) = X(i-1) [ e*[ !(1) ] , , e*[ !(i) ] ]

=X(i-1) [9*[ !(1) ] , ,9*[ !(i-1) ] , V(i-l)[ !(1) ,..., !(i-l) ,!(i)j ].

Regard this as an equation in !(i) with !(1) ,... , !(i-1) as constants. Thus it will remain true

if we replace !(i) by YR+r !(i) , !(i+ 1) ].

Also notice that veil = v(i)[!(1) ,..., !(i),!(i+1))

= V(i-1)[!(1) ,... , !(i-1), YR+[!(i) , !(i+1)]]

Hence <p8 ( a(i+ 1)j ) = 9 ( X(i)j )

= XCi)[8*[ !(1») , ... ,9*[ !(i+1»))

= xR j [X(i-1) [9*[ !(1) ) , , 9*[ !(i) )] ,

x(i-1) [e*[ !(1) ] , , 9*[ !(i-1) ), e*[ !(i+ 1) ) ] j

= XRj [!(i).
X(i-1)[ 9*[ !(1)] •..., 9*[ !(i-1»), V(i-1)[ !(1) ,..., !(i-1), YR+r !(i), !(i+l))) j ]

= XRj [!(i), YR+r ii) ,!(i+1) ]]
- a(i+1).
- J

Hence we have proved the proposition by induction on i. 0

Next we want to check the conditions (7.1.2). Because of the form of the map <pwe
have chosen, the conditions are
(a) V(i-1) [cp*[!(1»), ... , cp*[!(i)]) = !(i) if i <j

(c) V(j) [ <p*[!(1) l,...,cp*[!G-1) l,
YR+r <p*[!(j»), <p*[!G+1)]]. wR+r cp*[!(j)] ,cp*[ !(j+1)])]

= YR+r !G+1) , wR+r !(j) '!R[ !(j) ,!(j+1)]])

(d) v(i-1) [<p*[!(1)] , ... , cp*[!G-1)) ,YR+r <p*[!G>] , <p*[!(j+l) ]],

wR+r <p*[!G» • cp*[!G+ 1) ] ] , <p*[!G+2) ] , ... , <p*[!(i) ] ]

= !(i) ifi > j+1
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We will not prove these equations algebraically, but rather diagramatically.

Consider the diagram L

A
Then in GR(L) we clearly have

A = YR+(~(1), YR+(~(2), YR+[~(3), ... 'YR+[~(i-l), ~(i)] ... ]]]

= y(i-1) [~(1), ~(2) , ... , ~(i)]

= e* [~(i)]
Now by using the fact that e and <p are inverses we can see that we could also

label the diagram as
<p*[~(1~

\
<p*[~(2~ ... <p* [~(i-l)] <p*[~(i)]

\ \\\ ~

\ \\\ \
A

and now we find that A = ~(i).

We shall use such labellings to prove (a), (b), (c) and (d)

(a) y(i-1) [<p*[ ~(1)], ... , <p*[ ~(i)]] = ~(i)

This is in fact obvious from the definitions of e and <po Alternatively we can just read it

off the diagrams above. The upper diagram says that to evaluate y(i -1) , take the diagram
and label the strings across the top by the arguments you wish to evaluate it on , and the
answer can be read off as the label on A. The lower diagram is then the calculation,

where all of the hard work has been done in the proof of the propositions.

(b) y(j-1) [<p*[ ~(1)], ..., <p*[ ~(j-l) ], YR+[<p*[ ~(j)], <p*[ ~(j+1)]] I= ~(j+l)

Consider the diagram, again labelled in accordance with R
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B

Now A = YR+[ <p*[!G) I , <p*[!G+1) II

and ~ = yG-1) [<p*[!(1) I, ... , <p*[!G-1) I, A I, thus the label on B is equal to the
left hand side of the equation. But we can also look at it as

~ = yG)[<p*[!(1)I, ... , <p*[!G+1)II = !G+1),

hence (b) follows from the diagram.

(c) yG) [<p*[!(1)), ... , <p*[!G-1) l,
YR+[ <p*[!G) ] , <p*[!G+1) ll, ~R +[ <p*[!G) ] , <p*[!G+ 1) ]]]

= YR+[ !G+1) , wR +[ !G) '~R[ !G) , !(j+1) 1]]

Consider the diagram Le

w

c \ \\
Then Gp (Le) is freely generated by !(1), ... ,!G+1)

and Y = YR+[ <p*[!G)], <p*[!(j+1) I]

w = ~R +[ <p*[!G)], <p*[!(j+1»))

so ~ = yG) [<p*[!(1) I, ... , <p*[!G-l)], y , W]
which is just the left hand side of the equation (c).
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Now we can use a sequence of moves of types no and Ino on Le to obtain the

diagram L,'

\ \ \ \
Since R is invariant under moves of types no and ms, and OR (Le') is also freely

generated by !(1), ...,!(j+1) , if we write C as words in ~(1), ...,~(j+1) these words must be

the same as they were inLc .

D = !(j)

E = !(j+1)

f - wR+[ D , !R[ D , E ] ]

and C = YR+ [E , f ]
hence C = YR+[ !G+1) , wR+[!G> , !R[!(j) ,!G+1)]]]

which is as required and we have proved (c)

(d) V(i-1) [cp*[!(1) ] , ... , cp*[!G-1)] , YR+[ cp*[!G)] , cp*[!(j+l) l l,
wR+[ cp*[!G>] , cp*[!G+l)]] , cp*[!G+2)] , ... , cp*[ !(i)]]

= !(i) ifi > j+1

Consider the two diagrams
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D

and

q>*[~(j-1)1 q>*[~(j)l

\

D

Then Ld and Ld' are related by a single move of type 1110hence have isomorphic

R- systems. and GR (Ld) and GR(Ld') are freely generated by ~(1) •...,~(i) so, as in the

proof of (c). from diagram Ld

D = V(i-l) [q>*[~(1)l •... , q>.[~(j-l)l'YR+[q>.[~(j)l. q>*[~(j+l)]],

~R+[q>·[~G> I.q>·[~(j+1)ll, q>*[~(j+2) 1. ... , <p*[~(i)]]

and from diagram Ld'

D = ~(i)

This proves (d).
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Thus we have shown <psatisfies conditions (7.1.2) for S given as in the statement
of the theorem by

YS+[~ ,Q] = Q

Ws + [~, Q] = YR"lQ , wR+[ ~ '~R[ ~ ,Q]]]

To prove the theorem it now remains to check results (i), (ii), and (iii).

(i) Invariance of Sunder

or under

follows from the commutative diagram

<px<p

Fmn xFmn GR (Ll)

II 1
Fmn xFmn GR (Lz)

1~.~ 1
Fmn)( Fmn Gs (Lz)
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where the right hand vertical maps we have just shown to be isomorphisms. Hence
S is invariant under these moves.

That leaves invariance under

a b

c d c d

which is easy since

syss(~) is < ~, 12, £, g > --+ < ~, 12,£, g I~ = s , 12 = g >
and syss(Lt) is <!, Q, £, g > --+ <!, 12,s.g,~ IQ = g, s = ~ -[!, 12], £ = ~ +[ ~ ,12] >
which is < !, 12, £, g > -+ < !, 12, £, g I! = £ t 12= g >

(ii) Consider
a

and ~

c
Then sYSR(Lt);a sysS(Lt) and is given by

<!t£>--+<!,£I~= s>
syss<L2) is

<~,12,£>-+<!,12t£I!= 12,£= ~+[12tQ]>
sysR(~) is

< ! ,12, £ > -+ < ! , 12,s I! = !R[ 12 , 12 ], s = wR+[ 12, !R[ 12tQ ] ] >
so sysR (Lt) .. sysR (~)

++ !R[ J1, J1] = wR+[ Q , !R[ J1, J1] ]

++ J1= YR+ [12, wR+[J1. !R[J1 .J1]]]

++ J1=~+[Q.J1]
... sYSS(Lt);a sysS(L2)

c

(iii) follows from basic idea (7.t.t), hence that completes the proof of the theorem. D
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Remark 1
Let L be given by

c

Then GR(L) is freely generated by ~ and Q and in GR(L) we have

£ = YR+ [Q, wR+r ~'!R[ ~,Q]]]

Le. £ = ~ +[ ~ , Q]

Remark2 In chapter 3 we deferred the proof of lemma (3.5.6), that any link-

diagram-representation which is invariant under moves of types I10 and I1Io is also

invariant under moves of type If, although we did prove it in the case where YR[~ , Q 1 = Q.

We now prove the more general case. Draw move If as

4
d

e e

then sysR(4') is given by

< g ,s> -+ <~,Q, £, g, ~ IQ = YR+r Q , ~ 1 , s = WR+[ Q , ~ ] ,
£ = YR+[ ~ , ~ ] , g = wR+[ ~ , ~ ] >

Now let B = 12 , C = YR+r 12 , £ ] , A = YR+r 12 , ~ ] ,
o ,..YR+[Q , YR+r £ , g ]]and
g = YR+rQ ,YR+r ~ , ~ 11 = YR+[ 12 , YR+r s ,s]].
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We can, by the proof of the theorem, write the relations in GR(Lf) as

A = B ,~ = ~ , C = wS+t ~ , B 1 , D = wS+[ A , El,

so D = wS+[!! ,wS+[!! , B ]1= wS+[!! , B] (from the proof of lemma (3.5.6) )

so D = g
so Q= ~
and sysR(4) II! sysR (L1) as claimed.

An "elementary" proof in chapter 3 would have required us to invent the
expressions for A, B, C, D and E, prove that the two expressions for E are equal and a

proof that D = wS+[ A , ~ ]. All of these are embedded in the proof of the theorem.
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(§7.3) Examples. etc.

(7.3.1) (From the motivation at the start of the chapter)axR is given by

so vR+[ a, b ] = a2b

wR+[ a, b I= b-ta-tb

xR[a, b l= a-2b

Then ws +[ a, b) = vR +[ b, wR+[ a, xR[ a, b ll l
= b2wR+[a, a-2bl

= b2 bot a2 a-t a-2 b

= b a" b
Thus the examples R and S given at the start of the chapter

do give GR (L) ~GS(L) 'V links L 0

Next we produce a converse to the theorem.

Suppose R (invariant under moves 110 and IlIo ) is given by
a b

X
b wR[~ ,Q]

We try to find words ~ such that we can find words w S[ ~ , Q ] such that if S is

given by
a b

X
~[~ , Q I wS[ ~ ,Q 1

then GR (L) al G S(L) 'V links L.
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Lemma (7.3.2) Suppose Q is a collection of words such that < Q > ~ < !![ ~, Q] , ~ >,
and let ~ be the words defined by

!![!,~[~,QII = Q
and ~ ~ , !! [~,Q]] = Q
Define S by ys+[ ~ , Q I = !! [~,Q I

Ws+[ ~, Q I = ~ [!! [~, Q I, wR[ ~ ,!! [~ ,Q I I I
then

(i) <~> ~ < Q , w S+[ ~ , Q I>
• S is invariant under moves of type nO.

(ii) If also wR[ !! [~ ,Q I , !! [~,~I I = !! [~ ,wR[ Q , ~ ] ]

and !! [~ ,!! [Q , ~ I I = !! [!! [~,Q I , .e [ ~ +[ ~ , Q I , £ I I
then

S is invariant under moves of type 1110

and GR(L) ~ GS(L) 'v' links L.

For part (i) we use lemma (3.5.1).
Two of the conditions in the lemma are

<~>~ < Q, wS+[~, QI>
and < Q >~ < ~,Ys+[ ~ , Q 1>

and these are given in the statement of this lemma. The final check is that

< w S"l~,Q I,YS"t ~,Q ] > = < ~ [!! [~ ,Q ] , WR [ ~ , !![~ , Q ] ] ] , !![~,Q I>
= < !! [~, Q I,wR[ ~ ,!! [~, Q I I >
= < !! [~, Q I,~>by lemma (3.5.1) for R

=<!,Q>.
Part (ii):

If S is invariant under moves of type Ino then we can apply theorem (7.2) to it ,
and GR(L) rill GS(L) will follow from the fact that ~s[ g , Q] = ~[~, Q I,which implies that

YS+[ Q , Ws+[ ~ ,!S[ ~,Q I I 1= !! [Q , ~ [!! [~ ,~ [~ ,Q I I ,wR[ ~ , !! [~ ,~ [~ ,Q 1111]
= !! [Q , !e [Q , wR[ ~ , Q I]]
= wR[~' QI.

Define a map T : F3n ---+ F 3n by

:r<1)[ ~ ,Q ,£] = ~
r(2)[ ~,Q , ~ 1= !! [~,Q I
r(3)[ ~ ,Q ,~I = .e [~ , .e [Q , £ I I
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Let crt be
a b c

X
d e f

and

Let cr2 be
a b c

X
d e f

Then we can follow the proof of the theorem, and in particular of part (i), to say

that to prove invariance of S under moves of type llIo we need only check that T carries

the relations ofGR(crt) to those of GS(crt) and those of OR (cr2) to those of Os (cr2)' If
we can do this then we can construct the commutative diagram

The relations in GR(crt) are N< g = Q, ~ = wR[ ~, QI,£ = f)·
Apply TxT and we obtain

N< Q = ~H~,Q], ~H~L~]= wR[ ~ ,!H~,Q]] ,
!![~,!HQ,£]]=!![Q,!![~,f]]>
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= N< Q= !H~,QJ. s = !Q [Q ,wR[ ~ , !! [~ ,Q]] J.
!![~,!![Q,£l1=!![Q,!![~,fl1>

(by the definition of !p)

= N< Q= !H~,QI , ~= !Q [ !! [~, Q), wR[ ~ ,!! [~ ,QII ),
!! [~ ,!HQ,s II = !! [!! [~ ,QI , !! [~ , fll >

(substitute for Q )
= N< Q = !H~,Q], ~ = wS[ ~ , Q],

~ [~ ,~[ Q .s I I = ~ [~[ ~ , Q I , ~ [~[ ~ ,Q] , f)] >
(substitute for ~ and definition of S )

= N< Q = ~ [~ ,QI.s = wS[ ~,Q] ,

~[~,~[Q,£]]=~[~.~[Q.f]]>
(by assumption for the lemma)

= N< Q = ~ [~ •Q ), ~ = wS[ ~ , Q), s = f>
which are the relations in 0S(0'1)'

The relations in 0R(0'2) are N< Q = ~. ~ = s .f = wR[ Q. s I>.
Apply TxT and we obtain

N< Q = ~ • ~ [Q • ~ I = ~[~ , ~ [Q • s ]I.
!![Q • !! ls •f II = wR[!! [~ , Q I •!![~ • !! [Q •£ II>

= N< Q = g , ~ = !! [Q •s ),
ft[ ~ , ~ [~ , f I] = ~ [~ , wR[ Q , ~ [Q , £ III>

(by assumption for the lemma)

= N< Q = ~, ~ = !! [Q , £ ),

!! [~ , f] = wR[ Q , !! [Q ,£] ]>
= = N< Q = ~, ~ = !! [Q, £]' f = ~[Q, £] >

(by definition of S)

which are the relations ofOS(0'2)'

That completes the proof of the lemma. o

ITwe look for examples
a b

X
f [Q ] ~S[ ~ , Q]

then the conditions in the lemma simplify:
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Corol (7.3.3) Let f E Aut(Fn)' and let R be a link diagram representation of dimension n

which is invariant under moves of types 110 and 1110.

Suppose Rf = R.
Define YS+r ~ , Q ] = f [Q ]

~ +r ~ , Q ] = f-t [ wR+[ ~ , f [Q ] ] ]
then

S is invariant under moves of types no and Ino and GR (L) ~ GS(L) "<:;/ links L.

Just replace!! [~, Q] by f [Q] in lemma (7.3.2) 0

Recall that at the end of chapter 5 we indicated that those f such that Rf = R would
take part in another action. Corol(7.3.3) defines this action. Thus we can recall

example (5.2.4):

Example(7.3.4) Define R, a two dimensional quandle representation by

w+r a, b, c, d 1 = ( a br d-r , dr b d-r )

and f E Aut(F2) by

f( a , b ] = (a bt , b )

then Rf = R.
Hence if we define S by

ys+r a, b, c, d ] = ( C dt , d )

~ +r a, b, c, d) = ( a If-t d-r , dr b d-r )

then S is a link representation and GR(L) a GS(L) V links L.

Example(7.3.S) Let R be a one dimensional quandle representation given by

wR[ a , b l= b a-t b.

Let a [ x ] = x".

Then R9 = R, and we get
wS[ a , b) = (b·t a-t bot) -t = b ab

Le. S is given by
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Thus we finally have enough isomorphisms to prove the claim in §4.1. All the
groups (for a particular link) which can be obtained from a one dimensional link
representation can be obtained from

#5t, t ~ 0: w [a, b) = b-t a bt

#7 w [ a , b) = b a" b.
(In both cases v] a, b 1 = b , of course.)
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Chapter 8 - Two dimensional guandle representations

The examples in this chapter are the main motivation for the rest of the thesis.
The results on distinguishing the invariants and on their properties have been chosen to be
sufficient for the examples in this chapter.

First we look at some obvious examples which arise from the one dimensional

examples.
Then we look at examples produced from a computer search, identifying those

which occurred in the previous section, and ensuring that they behave as one would
expect from the previous chapters by calculating some invariants for a few links.
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(§8.1) ... from one dimensional examples.

The most obvious two dimensional quandle representations are those we can write
down from one dimensional examples. We give two collections of examples of these,

and in each case it is easy to see which examples are conjugate.
The examples are for the most part the ones which we wish to get out of the way

before getting on with the more interesting ones in the next section.

The first of the collections of examples is obtained just by taking the free product

of two one dimensional examples, in the following sense:
Let R and S be (group)-quandle-representations, of dimensions m and n

respectively. Define R*S, a quandle representation of dimension m+n by

~R*S[~' Q] = ~R[al'''''!n' b1,· ..,bn] , wS[ an+l ,... ,an+m, bn+1 ,...,bn+ml)
where ~ and Q are (m+n)-tuples. It is easy to see that R*S is a quandle representation,

and that GR.S(L) 2! GR(L). GS(L)

We can alternatively think of R*S as arising from a group invariant of a two
coloured link.

Let a two coloured link be a link whose components are divided into two sets,
called Red and Blue. Project to obtain a two-coloured-link-diagram.

Define a two-coloured-link-diagram-representation by taking generators
associated with subarcs (or with arcs in the case of a two coloured quandle
representation), taking (say) m generators for a Red subarc, and n generators for each
Blue subarc; and relations associated with crossings. We will be prepared to recognise
(up to) 8 types of crossings, according to whether the crossing is positive or negative, and

according to the colours of the two components involved.
We can then pass through two coloured Reidemeister's theorem to define a two

coloured link representation.

R*S arises as a two coloured representation as follows:

Given a crossing
a b

X""dc
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if the components are of different colours then take the relations £ = 12 and ~ = g;
if the components are both Red then take the relations on g, Q, £, g as for R, and if

the components are both Blue then take the relationships arising as for S. It is easy to
check from the two-coloured-Reidemeister that this gives a two-coloured-link-
representation.

Given a link L, we can define a two coloured link L*, consisting of L and a
parallel to each component of L, where we colour the two components differently.

If we evaluate the two coloured link representation above on L*, this is the same

as evaluating R*S on L. We did not specify a framing for the parallel copies to L which

give us L* since they make no difference to the calculation of the invariant, as changing
the framing can be done just by introducing extra crossings between the red and blue

copies.

The other construction given in this section is also obtained as an invariant for the

two coloured parallel link L*, although this time the framing will be specified. Also this
time Rand S will be of the same dimension. (Dimension 1 in the cases we are interested
in .)

To specify the framing on L*, we draw a projection of L* from one of L by
replacing positive crossings by

~ \(,
, \

~

and negative crossings by

and colouring the left hand copy of an arc Blue, and the right hand one Red.

For a link L this defines a particular two coloured parallel L*. The framing on
the chosen parallel for a component I of L is then equal to the sum of the linking numbers
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of other components of L with l.
Given Rand S a pair of link diagram representations we try to define a two

coloured link representation as follows. Take n generators for each subarc. Think of
there being only four types of crossings by ignoring the colour of the string passing
underneath. Then introduce the relations as for R if the top string is Red and as for S if

the top string is Blue.
This will not always give a two coloured link representation, but when it does call

it RxS. We can then also define a link representation of dimension 2n by looking at the
following diagram, L+ in which the components at a and c are Red, and those at band d

are Blue.
a b c d

~ \(,

~

L+

vi v2 wi w2

Then we can write vi, v2, wi, w2 as words in g, Q, £, Q in GRxS(L+).

Take YRxS[~ , Q , £ dO = (vi , v2 ) and

wRxS[ ~ ,Q , £ , Q] = ( wl , w2 )

where we are writing for RxS for the 2n-dimensionallink representation as well as for
the 2-coloured-link-representation. Then it is clear that

GRxS(L) al GRxS(L *).

When n= I we have a list of the quandle representations ( in §4.1 )

Let R( t) be given by wl a, b) = bt a b-t

and S be given by w[ a, b) = b a-t b
It is easy to check that R(t)xR(x) defines a quandle representation 'if t, X E 71., and

so do R(O)xS and SxS. (Also SxR(O), but this is conjugate to R(O)xS via a-sb, b-+a, so

we ignore it.)

Explicitly these examples are given by words as follows:

SxS wl = d c'' a b·1 a b·1a c·1d
w2 = d c'' a b·1 a c'' d
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R(O)xS wl = c a:' c
w2 = c a" b a:' c

R(t»)(R(x) wt = dt CXa-x b-t a bt aXc-x d-t

w2 = dt CXa-x b aXc-x d-t

We now consider the question of conjugacy amongst the elements of R(t»)(R(x).
It will be easiest to look at this question in a larger class of examples:

Example (8.1.1)
Letae Fn'

We define an n-dimensional quandle representation A = conj(a) by
wi[.@'Q 1= a[ Q]( a[.@ 1)"1 ~ a[! I( a[ Q 1 )"1 for each 1 ~ s n

It is easy to see that this is a quandle representation since

wi[!'! 1= ai
and wi[ w [ ! , Q I.s I = wi[ w [.@, s1.w [Q , f II

= a[ s I a[ Q I ( a[ .@I)-2 ~ ( a[! I )2 (a[ Q I)-I ( a[ s I)-I
and < .@, Q > = < Q , w [! , Q ] >

since (a[ Q] )-1 a[ w [! , Q]] a[ Q 1= a[ g l, by the definition of w, and thus we can

use a[ Q ] and a[ ~] to recover ai from wi[ ! • 12 ] .

Ife e Aut(Fn},let P = e(a), and B = conj(p}.

Then Ae = B since a [ ~ [! 11 = ( e(a»[.@ 1= P [~ ]means that
wi[ ~ [! I.~[Q ] ] = P [Q ]( J3[ ~] )"1 ei [ ~ 1 P[ ~ ] ( P[ 12 ] )"1

and observing that we are conjugating e i [A ] by the same word for each i we can

conclude that
( e-1 }i Iw [~[ ~ r. ~ [Q ] ] ] = P [Q] ( J3[ ~ ] )"1 ei [~[~]] J3[ ~ ] ( pr Q ] )-1

= P [ Q ] ( J3[ !1)-1 ai Pl ~ ]( P[ Q 1)-1

So writing a ....,P if 3 e e Aut(Fn) such that e(a) = P then we have the conjugacy

classes of the examples conj(Fn} are given by Fnl Aut(Fn) = Fn/"'" 0

For R(t)xR(x) we have a[ a, b ] = bt aX.

It is easy to see from the above example that
R(t)xR(x) ....,R(x)xR(t) ....,R( -t)xR(x)

and that R(l)xR(x) ....,R(1))(R(O) 'V x e Z,

and that (for example) R(1)xR(O) + R(2»)(R(O).
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Finally in this section we make some remarks about orientations.
Recall that Sand R(x) 'v'xEZ are orientation invariant (via 6.3.3 and 6.3.1

respectively). It is easy to see that A.B is orientation invariant if A and B both are since

GA(L1) ill GA(~) and GB(Lt) Ql GB(~)

=+ GA.B(Lt) al GA.B(L2)'

For AxB the situation is not so easy.
It is true that if A and B are both orientation invariant then AxB is orientation

invariant considered as an invariant of 2 coloured links. However the formation of L*
from L is not invariant under change of orientations, since the framings of the parallels

chosen will be changed.
For example if Lt and L2 are given by

and

then Lt· and L2·' considered as unoriented links, will differ, and we find (in the next

section) that for the representations R(O)xR(t) or SICSor R(O)ICR(2)(for example) that

GR(Lt). GR(~)
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(§8.2) ... by computer

This short section is a guide to the work which was done on two dimensional
quandle representations with the help of a computer, which was used both to find

examples, and in the calculation of invariants.

The finding of examples is in theory very amenable to solution by computer. A

program
" For 9 an automorphism of F4 such that 9t = x3 and 92 = x4'

If ( !![!![B , s],!![Q , s]]= !![!![~,Q ], s ])
then 9 is invariant under moves of type lITO.

If ( !![B , ~ ] ...!)

then 9 is invariant under moves of type 10•

If 9 is invariant under moves of type nJO and 10

then 9 is a quandle representation."
would in theory give us a list of all possible examples, in due course. In practice it would
be very unlikely to give us many examples which do not arise as R*S where R and S are
one dimensional quandle representations, at least for the foreseeable future.

Nevenheless, the basic principle is that we can automate the search for solutions
to such word problems in free groups, and obtain results by applying a little intelligence.

For one dimensional examples of (group) link representations computers are
certainly sufficiently fast to search for examples in this way, and to look for conjugacy
(since Aut(Ft) if Z2)' and for the actions and isomorphisms in chapter 7. However, since

the theory is also simple enough to be carried out by hand, the only point is to check that

no simple cases have been overlooked.
For three dimensional examples, the number of triples of words of small length in

six generators grows so fast that the computer is far too slow to find anything of interest.
For two dimensional examples however the situation is between these two

positions and, once we have directed the search somewhat, we are able to obtain a

number of unexpected examples.
Various ideas were used to direct the search for solutions. The most successful

was to search for solutions of the form
wt[ a, b, c, d ] - (at[ c, d ])"' at[ a, b la a2[ a, b l(a2[ c, d ])"'
w2[ a, b, c, d l- (a3[ c. d ])-' a3[ a, b lb a4[ a, b l(a4[ c, d ])-'

where at, a2, a3, a4 are words in two generators. In such a form (w l, w2) is certain to

be invariant under moves of type JO. Although not all solutions are of this form, all those

found so far have been conjugate to one of this form. We have no reason to believe that
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this is true in general. but we have no counterexample either.
There were other ways to speed the search as well. Rather than checking whether

UH~H!.£I.~HQ.£JJ=!![!![!.Q )'£))
in the general case, it is quicker to check in the case when Q = (id. id). Moreover this
check eliminates the overwhelming majority of cases, to the point that it is more efficient
to run this check before the full one.

So far as conjugacy is concerned, it is easy enough to remove duplications of pairs

which are conjugate by maps f E Aut(F2) where

f[ a •b l= (a±l • ~1) or f [a , b l= (~1 • a±l ).

In order to deal with conjugation by other elements of Aut(F2)' it was simply a matter of

evaluating a few invariants of the groups obtained for a link and. if they coincided for

two quandle representations. trying to find a map which conjugated one to the other. This
proved to be quite easy to do, in the many such cases which arose.

When it comes to calculating the invariants from a quandle representation and a
link, we do not generally use the entire group, since problems such as recognising groups,
and finding isomorphisms are notoriously difficult Thus we deal instead with certain

quotient groups.
The most obvious of these is the abelianisation, which although very easy to

calculate (as in §4.2) is only of limited use for distinguishing between the examples. It is
of more use when looking for conjugacy, since conjugation between the matrices
associated with the abelianisations two dimensional quandle representations is just

conjugacy in GL(2, l).
Of more use are the subabelian quotients. which we define here for those

unfamiliar with them.
Let G be a group, and Ab(G) be its abelianisation. Let p be a prime number.

Then Ab(G) has a (unique) maximal quotient group which is a direct sum of copies of
lp. (This is also the maximal quotient group of the group G which is a direct sum of

copies of Zp . and is Ht (G;Zp)')

Thus we have a map G -+ Ab(G) -+Zp k for some maximal k with the maps onto.

Let OO(p) be the kernel of this composition. and AG(P) = Ab( OO(p».

The groups AG(P) are the ones which we most often used in place of G, and which

appear in the tables in (§8.3).

There arose pairs of groups which were not distinguished by AG(P), but which

instead are distinguished by their maps onto some finite group. In this case we counted
the number of classes of surjections, modulo conjugation in the image group.
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These invariants of the groups were chosen partly because they can be calculated
by computer using the Reidemeister-Schreier method (see [ MKS ] for example), but
more importantly because there were ready to use programs available from S Rees and D
Holt. In exchange they obtained a large collection of groups to use for their purposes, for

which see [Hst
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(§S.3) ... the examples.

In this section we present the examples obtained (by whatever method), some
remarks on them, and some calculations on links to verify the properties.

The examples will be given as wl, w2 where (wt, w2) = w+r a, b, c, d I. Where

the inverse has been given we write (wt ", w2-) = w-[ a, b, c, d l.

Most of the examples lie in infinite families, although these do intersect, and there
are a few odd examples. The examples from (§S.1) are included for completeness, and
because there are calculations for some of them.

All the examples are invariant under reflection, so we do not always to say this

explicitly.

Notation: R(x) and S are the one dimensional examples as defined in (§8.1), and the
operations x and * are as in that section.

If R is a quandle representation and n is a positive integer then Rn is as defined in
(§4.3); R1 = R, and Rn+l is defined by

wn+l = w[wn[!,Q].Ql.
We will write (win' w2n) for wn[ a, b, c. d).

(S.3.1> R = A*B where A and B are the I-dimensional examples R(x) or S. These are all
orientation invariant Some of these are included amongst the calculations for comparison.

o

(S.3.2) R - conj(a) for a e Fn'

This example is described in (S.l.l). This includes the examples R(x)xR(t), some of which

are included in the tables. 0

(S.3.3) A(n)
If A is given by wl = cb dot, w2 = d a cot;

(so (wl ", w2-) = (d-the, c-tad» then A generates an infinite family, i.e. An is never

trivial for 0>0. Take A(n) = An.
A(2) is given by w12 = cd a c-t dot, w22 = deb c -t d-" which is conjugate to

w1' = c a c-t, w2' = c b dotcotd which is a member of the next class of examples.
A(3) is given by w13 = cdc b d-t c-t dot, w23 = de d a cotdotc", and after this

the pattern for A(n) should be clear.
All the examples can be shown to be orientation invariant using corol (6.2.3) for the

map f e Aut(F2) with f [a, b 1 = ( b" ,a-t). 0
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(8.3.4) B( r. s. t )
Given by wl = cr a c-r, w2 = cr at b dotcS d;

where r, s and t are integers with r+s+t = O.
If r+s+t 'I: 0 then B( r, s, t) is still invariant under moves of type Ino, hence gives

an invariant of framed links, but is not invariant under moves of type 10•
These examples (with r+s+t = 0) are not in general orientation invariant, unless

t = O. If t = 0 we get
wt = eT a c-r, w2 = eT b dotc-r d,

which is conjugate to A(2r) (as defined above), and these examples are indeed orientation

invariant
Ifr = Owe get
wl = a, w2 =at b d-t c-t d,

which is the example used in (5.2.3), Le. these examples are conjugate to ones given by

wt' = a bf d-r, w2' = dr b d-r.

If r = s = 1. t = -2 we get
wl = c a c", w2 = c a-2 b dotc d

which is conjugate to SxS (given by wl' = d c? a b-t a bota cotd , w2' = d cota bota cotd)

via the map f where f [a , b) = (b a-t , b ) 0

(8.3.5) C
Given by wl = cb dot • w2 = d bota-t c d

and wl " = c d b-t a-t c • w2- = c-t a d.

This is the example of order 3 given as example (4.3.3). It is invariant under reflection via
f [a. b) = (b-t • a-t), but it is not invariant under changes of orientation, since if LS and LD

are the links to be defined shortly we have
Ab( GC(LS) ) ~ Ab( GC(LD» 0

(8.3.6) D
Given by wl = a b dot , w2 = d botd.

This example is an involution (Le. of order two) and hence must be orientation invariant.
This example doesn't seem to fit into any of the patterns. 0
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(8.3.7) E(t)
Given by wl = d b-t a b d-t , w2 = d b-t at c-t d.

These are all shown to be orientation invariant by f [a , b ] = (a", a- t b).

E(O) is conjugate to SlCR(O).
E(1) is conjugate to A.

E(t)2 is conjugate to A(2t), and although E(2)2 is conjugate to A(4) = A(2)2 we

do not have E(2) conjugate to A(2) (since they give different invariants of links).

Ifwe define E(t ,r) = E(t)r then we would have a family containing the E(t) and the A(t),

or at least conjugates of them. As yet I cannot find any nice form for the words defining
such a class E(t, r). 0

Summary
Ifwe were to follow the last remark and define the class E( t, r), then we would be

able to write all the examples obtained so far as
B( r , s , t ) for r+s+tef
E( t , r ) for r, tel
R.S for R and S l-dimensional examples
conj(a)

plus the two odd case

C
o n
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We will now give calculations of AG(2) and AG(3) for 21 examples of two

dimensional quandle representations on 4 links.

The examples are
Number Name (and r- conjugates)

R(1)*R(O)
R(1)*R(1)

R(O)*S

S*S
S*R(1)
R(O)xR(1) ...,R(1)xR(t) 'Vt

...,conj(x 1) "" conj(x 1x2t)
RCO)xR(2)...,conj(x 12)

R(0)xR(3) ...,conj(x 13)

A == ACt) ....,E(l)
A(2) ,..,B(l, -1,0)

A(3)

#12

#13
#14

B( 0, -1, 1 )
B( 0, -2,2 )
B( 1, 1, -2) ,..,SxS

#15

#16

B( 0, -3,3 )
B( 2, -3, 1 )

#17 B( 2, -1, -1)

#18
#19
#20
#21

c
o
E(O) ...,SxR(O)

E(2)
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wl = a , w2 = d-l b d
wt = c-l a c •w2 = d-l b d
wt = a , w2 = d b-1 d
wl = c a:' c •w2 = d b-l d
w l = c a-1c •w2 = d-1b d
wt = c a c-l ,w2 = c a' b a c'

w l = c2 ac-2

w2 = c2 a-2 b a2 c-2

wl = c3 ac-3

w2 = c3 a-3 b a3 c-3

w l = cb d'' •w2 = d a c-1

wt = c a c' ,w2 = c b d-1 c:' d
wt = cdc b d' c-l d-1

w2 = d c d a c" d-1c'
wt = a, w2 = a b d-1 c:' d
wt = a, w2 = a2 b d-l c-2 d
wt = c a c-l

w2 = c a-2 b d-1cd

wl = a, w2 = a3 b d-1 c -3 d

w l = c2 ac-2

w2 = c2 a- 3 b d -1 C d

wt = c2 ac-2

w2 = c2 a-I b d-l c-1 d

wl = c b d", w2 = d b-1 a" c d
wl = ab d-1 • w2 = d b-1d
wt = ca-I c , w2 = ca-I b a c-t

wi = db-I ab d-'
w2 = db-I a2 c-2 d



The four links we use are

f refoil Homeob

LS LD

Then LS and LD are the same unoriented link but with different choices for
orientation.

Homeob has the same exterior as LD, and is obtained by a Dehn twist along one

component. If we form Homeob* and LD* the two coloured parallels as in (§8.t) then
the resulting links again have the same exteriors.
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Table of calculations for Trefoil

Example number AO(2) AO(3)

#1 2Z3 ED5l 612 ED10l

#2 413 ED5l 1212 ED10l

#3 413 ED51 46Z

#4 Sl3 ED51 190Z

#5 613 (1) sz 18Z2 (1) 46l

#6 213 ED51 612 ED10l

#7 5l 612 ED10l

#8 2Z3 (1) SZ ioz
#9 213 EDsz 40l

#to 4Z3 (1) SZ 1212 (1)10l

#11 213 EDsz 46Z

#12 2Z3 EDsz 612 EDioz
#13 5Z 612 EDioz
#14 413 EDSZ 1212 ED10l

#lS 2Z3 EDSZ ioz
#16 2Z3 ED5Z 12Z2 EDioz
#17 213 EDSZ 1212 EDioz
#lS 4Z2ED 29Z 18Z2 EDlOll

#19 4Z3 EDSZ 461

#20 4Z3EDSZ 46Z

#21 413 EDSIl 391

Remark: On this table and on the others to follow we have used
nZtomean Zn

and nZm to mean en Zm (Le. lmn )
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Table of calculations for LD and LS with p = 2

Example e AG(2)(LD) AG(2)(LS)

#1 45Z 45Z

#2 41Z 41Z

#3 812 (D411 8Z2 (D45Z

#4 16Z2 (D331 16Z2 (D33Z

#5 8Z2(D371 8Z2 (D37l

#6 42Z 412 (D381

#7 11Z2 ~ 38Z l1Z2 ~38l

#8 313 (D421 3Z3 (D4Z6 (D38Z

#9 35Z 35Z

#10 37Z 37l

#11 35Z 35Z

#12 41Z SZ2 (D33l

#13 12Z2 ~37Z 12Z2 (D37Z

#14 2ZSe35Z 4Z4 e SZSe 27Z

#15 4Z3(D41Z 4Z3 (DSl6 e 33Z

#16 6Z2 (D2Z4(D2Z24(D31Z 8Z2 (D2124(D31l

#17 6Z2 (D2Z4(D2ZS (D31Z 812 (D2ZS (D31Z

#IS 4Z6 e29Z 413 (D5Z

#19 41Z 41Z

#20 2Z2(D41Z 212 e41Z

#21 37Z 37Z
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Table of calculations for LD and LS with p = 3

Exarnple e AG(3)(LD) AG(3)(LS)

#1 18Z2$ 172Z 1812 $ 172l

#2 3612 $ l00l 36Z2 $ iooz
#3 2714 $ 55l 2714 $ 55Z

#4 1814 $10l 1814 $1OZ

#5 612 $ 2714 $ 31l 6Z2 $ 27Z4 $ 31l

#6 2612 $56Z 2612 $ 56Z

#7 18Z2$ 8Z4 $ 56Z 1812 $ 8Z4 $ 56l

#8 4412 $2001 4412 $200l

#9 1512 $ 31Z 1512 $ 31l

#10 4812 $ 88Z 4812 $ 88l

#11 3912 $431 3912 $43l

#12 27Z2$55l 912 $ 55Z

#13 1812 $ 914 $ 551 914 $551

#14 4812 $ 3136 $ 551 1212 $ 3Z36$ 55l

#15 4512 $ 1991 45Z2 $199l

#16 45Z2 $ 3136 $ 851 4512 $ 3Z4$ 3Z36 $ 85l

#17 4512 $ 314$ 3136$ 311 9Z2 $ 314 $ 3136 $ 31l

#18 1812 $ 461 1812 $46Z

#19 27Z2$ 55Z 2712 $551

#20 24Z2$ 3Z4$ 46Z 2412 $ 314 EB46l

#21 12Z2$ 3Z4 $ 31Z 1212 $ 314 $ 31l
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Notes:
(1) #18 (which is example C) has

Ab( GC( LS ) ) Q! Z e Z e Z3

Ab( GC( LD ) ) Il£ Z EDl e Z2 EDZ6'

(2) If you were to try to guess purely on the basis of this table whether one of the

examples was orientation invariant, you would only be wrong in one case. The case would

be example #7, which is R(O)xR(2), where G#7( LS ) f. G#7( LD ).

We can prove this by counting the classes of epimorphisms to the permutation group S4.

modulo inner automorphisms of S4' For G#7( LS ) and G#7( LD) there are

5616 and 6048 classes respectively.
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Table of calculations for Homeob

Example number AG(2) AG(3)

#1 45Z 1812 ED172l

#2 411 36Z2 ED100l

#3 816 $41Z 2714 ED55l

#4 16Z6 ED331 1814 EDioz
#5 8Z6 ED37Z 612 $2714 $ 311

#6 414 ED381 2612 $561

#7 l1Z2 $ 381 1812 $ 814 ED561

#8 513 ED4Z12 $ 381 44Z2 $200l

#9 35Z 1512 $ 311

#10 371 4812 $ 881

#11 6Z3 $35Z 39Z2 $461

#12 814 ED33Z 9Z2 $55Z

#13 1212 $371 914 $55Z

#14 618 ED4Z48 ED27Z 1212 $ 3Z36 ED311

#15 413 e 8112 $ 33Z 4512 $ 1991

#16 6Z2 $ 2Z4 $ 2124 $ 311 4512 $ 3Z4 ED3l36 $ 85l

#17 6Z2 $ 214 $ 2Z8 $ 311 9Z2 $ 314 ED3Z36 $ 31l

#18 4Z3 $5Z 18Z2 $ 46Z

#19 41Z 27Z2$551

#20 2Z3$2Z6$41Z 24Z2 $ 314 $ 551

#21 37Z 1212 $ 3Z4 $ 311
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Notes: If we compare the results from Homeob with those of LS and LD we find the

following coincidences:

These are 1tl and 1tl *1t 1 of the link exterior hence are just

invariants of the link complement.

#9 and #19. For these examples we can produce an isomorphism between

GR(Homeob) and GR (LD). However for the links L3 and L4 below we have

AG(2)(GR(L3» AG(2)(GR(L4»

#7, #10, #21 For these examples we have been unable to decide as to whether or

not GR(Homeob) and GR (LD) are isomorphic, and whether GR (L3) and GR(L4) are

isomorphic, so the proof or otherwise as to whether these invariants are only invariants of

the link exterior will have to be left open.

L3 L4
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